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MONSTRO BACK 

By: Ben Freudenberg 

The first thing he noticed when he came around was the awful, suffocating sterility surrounding him. It was 
Why not tell Ben what you thought of his as though he were wrapped in new sheets, too far away from his mouth for his breath to warm his cheeks, empty 
award winning work?! Be sure to put his and lacking any comfort. His actual sheets scratched against his legs. When he breathed, the slight movement 
name, your email, "MONSTRO" in the tickled against his shins, the coarse material offering no tenderness. Judas didn't dare to open his eyes. He knew 
subject, and your message so he can see from the red shadows cast against his eyelids that the room would give him no gift but acute, accusing sunlight. He 
your comment! wasn't ready for that yet. 
Name: * 

Sleep shed from him as easily as a second skin. One minute, he was deep in a dream he had no memory of 

(the memory clung to him subtly in an unidentifiable emotion lingering at the back of his neck) the next minute, 

he was stuck with the sharp needle of consciousness. It was neither a gift he asked for nor welcomed. His body was 
Email: * 

devoid of life, weighted and too heavy to move with intention. It wasn't his own. Certainly, this couldn't be his 

body. Certainly, his mind was merely a visitor. Certainly, Judas was gifted a brief and limited visit to another 

person's life. He should rapidly skip between bodies of strangers, fleetingly experiencing what they would. His soul 

Subject: * was light, but his body was so, so heavy. 

Even if he wanted to, he couldn't open his eyes. And so, he laid, tuning his senses to his room as detached as 

he could muster. 
Message: * 

Did his body hurt or was it the discomfort from his bed? The sensation from his abrasive sheets was burning 

him-- too much. Too much . He wished for sleep, but his mind remained lively while his body hung lifeless, depleted 

from the exhaustion his sleep couldn't solve for him. Birds tweeting punctuated the immaculate air, followed by 

the faint tickle of hair moving against his forehead. Oh, that's nice. Someone opened the window . Window to the 

right of his body, pushing crisp (probably morning?) air over his cheeks. The moisture carried from the outdoors 

stuffed like cotton into his lungs. 

The urge to cough washed over him quickly. Not like he could. His body ignored everything other than the 

necessary beating of his heart and the in-and-out of his chest. Emotions felt faded, like the sun streaming through 

the open window bleached them to only barely resembled what they could be. Here on the right, hung proudly, is 

the faded t-shirt of early morning tranquility . Somebody clearly wore it too often, cause' it no longer fits my body . 

Judas knew he should feel something akin to grateful repose upon hearing the distant whispering of the breeze 

through the treetops, but he found himself observing it with indifferent emptiness. 

Psithurism —he read about it once, defined as the sound of the wind through the trees. Feeling that word on 

his tongue felt like he was speaking a language only understood by the forest. He yearned for that connection. It 

felt like a piece to a puzzle he was missing. But that was when any little creak of a floorboard or notable person felt 

like a hint of some grand conspiracy to him. He laid until the scratching on his shins and the murmur of life gave 

way to blank, forgettable dreams. 

"Ah, don't move!" A gentle gasp of a whisper brought him back. The sound of someone talking under their 

breath while working, that 'okay let's-' and 'hm, maybe' that accompanied mothers washing dishes and occupied 

tradesmen. The voice was carried too much by the breeze from the window to discern a gender or a mood. 

Immediately after his eyes opened, Judas flinched. The room was too white, too bright. It attacked him from 

all angles, a swarm of bees he couldn't run from. His eyes didn't stay shut though. He felt like a visitor yet again, 

lone observer, in someone's head while their body worked. This is the body of Judas. Watch him flinch and turn 

under the white sheets in the white room under the billowing white drapes. I had white sheets at home. I wonder if 

they're white anymore . 

With the source of the voice no longer concerning him, Judas's eyes opened and faced the white barrage. His 

eyes focused to the hues, rolling back into his head momentarily as his body found the strength to keep his eyelids 

from closing. He was on his back, facing the window as though his subconscious craved the fresh air rolling 

through it. 

Judas in the white room. If he concentrated hard enough, he could see the undulating waves pushing air 

through the window, crashing against objects around the room and filling up the room like an untended bathtub 

would fill up a room. Up and up, leaking out the bottom of the door. (The Great Wave off Kanagawa, Katsushika 

Hokusai, 1829-1833) (Christ in the Storm on the Sea of Galilee, Rembrandt, 1633) ("The waves broke and spread 

their waters swiftly over the shore. One after another they massed themselves and fell; the spray tossed itself back 

with the energy of their fall." The Waves, Virginia Woolf, 1931). 

His mind fell rapidly to images and words that didn't belong to him, filling his head with paintings and 

poems before resting somewhere he couldn't reach, blocked by his numbness and empty mind. Flicking his eyes 

from detail to detail, Judas took each moment to memorize the crevasses in the plumage of the chairs under the 

windows and the way the clouds seemed delicate and puffy amidst the morning sky. 

He imagined how he’d describe it in a book. He would say they were still, frozen in time. Sickeningly sweet 

blue raspberry ice cream sky with tufts of whipped cream sitting on top like a castle. Princess and prince speaking 

only in tweets of finches or mockingbirds. In the corner of his eye, something sliced him deeper than the harsh 

color of the room. The bright colors of an army of flowers at his bedside table. He didn't take the time to inspect 

them. He closed his eyes tightly. 

They ruined the room, they hurt him. If only he could convince his eyes not to see and resume his daydream 

about the clouds. He'd much rather fill his head with that then spare another glance to the cacophonous upset of 

color. He lolled his head to his other side and groaned, sucking in air (the morning air, flooding the room) and 

holding it. He let the air out from between his teeth, willing his eyes to open again. His eyelids fought him 

momentarily before he focused on the sight before him. No obnoxious color filled his vision this time. He willed 

himself to relax. His muscles felt sore, worn, and heavy. Looking up at the ceiling, Judas absorbed the way the 

leaves nervously flickered their shadows across this side of the room. 

All at once, a pain jerked his arm upward. Although devoid of energy, his body acted on his own. The pain 

didn't bother him-- the interruption bothered him. Judas lazily turned his attention toward the offending limb, only 

to be reminded of the other presence beside him. There, kneeling beside the bed in scrubs of white, a figure tended 

to the white bandages wrapped like serpents around his forearm. He paid no attention to the person, instead, 

inspecting their work with deep criticism. They let out small noises, gasps, and hums as they carefully pinched the 

fabric and lifted the arm, methodically and rhythmically undoing the careful wraps. 

Slowly, white gave way to crimson and ill yellow, and then to the offending flesh underneath. It was hard to 

look at, swollen and infected, oozing and nearly pulsing with every heartbeat. Judas choked momentarily and took 

in the ghostly fissures in his skin. They weren't bleeding but leaking. They probably put all sorts of alcohol and 

antiseptics over it. Judas probably smelled like the room smelled. He felt like he hadn't showered in weeks, though. 

"That looks bad." His voice croaked, reverberating down to his feet and back up again. The words passed over 

him. Ouch. It hurt his throat to speak. The figure tensed momentarily before flicking their nervous gaze upward to 

meet Judas's. It was miraculous, the clash, the color meeting against a backdrop of white. They were clothed in 

uncomfortable, floating, white hospital clothing. The white that covered the entire room. Their skin was pale, 

slightly dotted with freckles that passed underneath the collar of their scrubs. 

White, white, white. White drapes pulled the white from the whipped-cream clouds and painted the room, 

but it didn't paint the Monet- Cezanne- Degas- the beautiful eyes of Judas's nurse. Judas was captivated by the type 

of color of ripe pears in the late summer. 

Judas imagined that color as the smooth, wistful piano whispering out of gramophones. It was the color that 

covered everything when grandmothers washed the lacy bedsheets in their guest bedrooms and let it hang in their 

yards on ropes. The elegant mix of yellow flakes onto a surface of dazed green put something Judas. The feeling 

caught in his throat like water. 

"Uh. Yeah." The boy said awkwardly- although he probably shouldn't call him a boy. The nurse seemed a 

little younger than Judas, but not by too much. He was probably right out of college, probably still studying too. 

Judas grunted in agreement, readjusting where his head rested on the pillow. The nurse's actions from then on 

seemed stunted, rigid. He very clearly didn't like to be watched. He observed the nurse like he observed everything 

else in the room, like something out of a book, outside of his life, a phenomenon meant for observing. 

"I'm gonna put alcohol around it." He warned without looking up, fishing a clear bottle and cotton swabs 

from beside Judas's bed, "So it's gonna hurt a little." He tilted the top of the bottle over the cotton, quickly, 

nervously. Some of the alcohol dribbled from his fingers down to his elbow. Judas couldn't find it in himself to 

brace for the sting of the alcohol. And it stung. The nurse's hand shook slightly as he cleaned the skin around the 

cuts. Judas's skin screamed at him, but he floated above his body like a visitor. This person is hurting 

tremendously. This person whose body I inhabit . 

When the nurse was finished, the cotton looked a grotesque yellow. The nurse gently fumbled with the ends 

of the bandages before securing them tightly. Judas felt the pain shoot up to his elbow (where a needle stuck out of 

him and trailed up to an IV drip), but he didn't cringe or flinch. The nurse cleared his throat and looked nervously, 

expectantly up at Judas. That green, that green. He's seen in before. In the undergrowth of his mother's under- 

tended garden. They enraptured him, his eyes widening, and his body filled with a sudden spike of energy. Is he 

expecting me to say something? 

"I don't want them here." Judas mustered, groggy. The energy left him as his head throbbed. The nurse 

seemed confused. Judas tried again, "The flowers. They hurt to look at." He flicked his pupils towards the flowers to 

make his point. 

"Oh." The nurse stood, clenching his hands at his sides and unclenching them. "Do you want me to get rid of 

them?" He sounded so unsure, so hesitant in his wording. 

"Please." Judas was exhausted, every word draining his awareness from his body, seeping underneath the 

door like the air from the window. The air seemed to thicken as the nurse moved past him and blocked the sun to 

take the bundles of flowers. Clumsily, he glanced toward Judas for approval. Judas merely breathed out heavily. 

The other nodded too quickly, and left the room, swinging the door and closing it with just enough force to send a 

gust of air toward Judas, moving the strands of hair resting on his forehead. 

The next time Judas woke up, he was sitting up, another nurse he didn't recognize holding strongly onto his 

back and hoisting a lap table over his stagnant frame. Sleep was still pulling at him, his eyes rolling back into his 

head as he fell forward slightly. The nurse said something to him, nothing that retained against the throbbing in 

his head. I've been stabbed, I've been shot . This is the part of the play where Oedipus, having gouged his eyes out, 

finally feels the shock of having no sight and the terrifying agony running from his eye sockets to his fingertips. 

His head swam, his body trembled, and his mind fell back into his body. Judas was acutely aware of the 

stabbing, unbearable sensation in his stomach. It hurt. The room was so small, Judas with the window pushing 

spring air all over, it was too small and white. As he blinked his sleep away, Judas's emotions finally hit him. His 

numbness, the nights- he didn't know how many- spent dreaming with indiscernible emotions finally passed. Judas 

was thrown into a freezing swimming pool by people larger than him. The shock caught in his throat. It didn't 

work it didn't work it didn't work — 

The pain in his stomach rebelled immediately. Judas shivered with sickness, his throat feeling swollen and 

raw, tears pricking at the corners of his eyes. No amount of glorification, imagining, or fantasizing could tear him 

from his body. He was slammed back into his reality, like a child feeling the rush of the first large precipitous fall 

on a roller coaster. 

"I'm gonna throw up-" He choked out, before coughing wetly, knocking the lap table onto the floor. "Help, it 

hurts I-" His knees spasmed as he coughed and vomited in his lap, the acidic retch falling out of his mouth in 

shades of black, like coffee grounds. His fingernails climbed up his throat as he rolled onto his side miserably. The 

nurse quickly rushed to the door yelling out in a distinct voice that echoed around his room before Judas passed 

out again. 

Judas was back, mentally. He looked down at his hands and pinched the scratchy sheets; they were his hands. 

His eyes no longer rolled around lazily when he opened them, his thoughts no longer scattered between thoughts 

and images. He was back mentally but his body still felt as though he were carrying a backpack of bricks. When 

the doctors noticed he was around again, he felt as though he were in a prison. They brought back in his 

belongings- apparently what he was wearing when he arrived- including his sweatshirt and dirty clothes. 

They evacuated the sweatshirt ("Alright, Judas, we have your things. We just want you to know what you can 

keep in here while you recover."), took out his headphones (could strangle himself), pencils (could stab himself), 

and pencil sharpener (could take out the blades and hurt himself), while allowing him to keep his phone and 

rubber eraser. 

"What am I supposed to do with this?" He held up the used, graphite stained eraser. His voice broke 

when he spoke, but none of them flinched or answered him, simply shuffling out of the room with the 

quarantine items. 

Judas was an eclectic, exciting person. When things bored him, he would search for adventure and 

entertainment, oftentimes in the most unlikely of places. When he was younger, he would collect insects, 

rocks, and leaves from his mother's garden and feel accomplished with his discoveries. The world was a 

treasure box meant for him, and everything- every sight, every person, every crack in the pavement- was a 

coin buried with it. His brain was drained of this. The room contained no treasure for him. As he sat 

mercilessly in his bed, day after day, he felt no urge to pace or explore. Where there was a bright, active mind, 

there was instead an abyss. 

It felt like he was submerged in water, bubbles rising past his head and running through his hair. The only 

objective when you're miles below the surface is to hold your breath and pray for a submarine. Gather round, I'll 

tell you the story of the pirate named Judas, who could no longer search for the x on his map, cause' his captain 

tied ropes around his ankles and dragged him to Challenger Deep. And when you're long past praying, you just 

wait until your oxygen runs out and hope you pass out before you drown. And if you wake up when you're 

drowning, you're fucked. Judas felt like he was on his last leg of life before he finally let his body die. 

Nurses helped him to the bathroom and monitored him with accusing eyes. Don't look at me . It was 

humiliating. He told them as much. 

"This is humiliating." He spat to his nurse after she forced him out of his gown. His voice was frail, and he 

hated it. He wanted them to know how much he loathed them and this place and himself. She was the same one 

who called out for help when he vomited in his lap. Placing a container of banana yogurt on his bedside table, she 

gave him an indiscernible look, eyebrows turning downward in a challenge to him. She wasn't terrible, she was 

more tolerable than the other nurses. Her name tag spelled out her name in bold written letters S-A-R-A. She didn't 

try and talk to him, which he appreciated, so he didn't know whether he should like her or find her annoying. 

"Mmm." Sara hummed, sitting beside him again and demanded his attention silently. Don't look at me . Judas 

scoffed, looking out the window, limp, "What's humiliating, Judas?" No response. "You can't expect me to change 

anything without you telling me." Her words sank into Judas slowly until he gave into them. 

"This whole--" He cleared his throat, "This whole game you guys are playing. Like, 'who can look the most 

like they're being held and gunpoint when they have to change the bandages.'" While his voice was monotone, 

matter-of-factly, and void of life as she seemed to nod him forward encouragingly. "And- and what the hell. Are 

y'all fucking stupid? I'm not gonna snap and bite my fingers off if they hurt me while checking on my IV." Her dark 

eyes bore into him. Don't look at me . "And frankly it's insulting. How do psychos," Stuttering when her face 

darkened, Judas set his jaw as his voice gained in volume, "re- recover! When they're treated, they're treated, they're 

treated, they're treated, they're treat-" 

Finding his words circling uselessly in his head, Judas blushed deeply. Stuck in a loop of anxiety, he exhaled 

shakily. He pinched his sheets. These are his hands, they're his. He's in his body. The grounding worked 

momentarily. 

"I'm listening, Judas." Her face was calm. She held her hands in her lap. Her voice was deceptively sweet for 

someone looking at him like he was cooking through the glass window in an oven. 

"I know. I just don't get why everybody acts like I'm clueless. Like it's a secret who put me in this bed. I know 

it was me. They know it was me. I did this. I bled all over my clothes over there. They tried to clean the stains out, 

but they're still there. 

"They stuck me in this white room, with these white clothes, thinking it'll sooth whatever crazy I have left in 

me. I know! I'm not dumb! I did this and they know it and I know it! Stop acting like it's some big secret! The 

elephant in the room is big enough for both of us! Fuck! Stop fucking looking at me, Sara! I swear to God!" 

Momentarily, her body twitched as Judas said her name, shocked. Her mouth gaped open in a gasp. Judas clenched 

his eyes so tight he thought they would turn to mush in his skull. 

When he opened them, Sara had covered her eyes with the cloth of her hijab, "Better?" 

"Yeah." Judas exhaled, embarrassed and thankful. The room was suddenly brighter, he noticed, tracing the 

edges of the ceiling in an embarrassing stupor. "Thank you. I... I can't take that right now." 

"What can't you take?" 

"Being watched." 

"Why?" 

Cause' it's hard being in this body that rejects me. Because I'm so ugly and disgusting in this bed. I'm not 

supposed to be in this body anymore. I'm not supposed to be before you. don't need your eyes trained on me like 

I’m a bad dog. 

"Cause’ it hurts me. It'll kill me." 

"Is that what you said about the flowers?" He could imagine the skeptical gleam in her eyes. It hurt almost as 

much as facing it. Something about knowing what was under the white of her hijab strangled him. 

"Is that a problem, Sara?" He spat, turning on his side away from her. 

For the next week, nurses tended to him with their eyes cast downward and words mouthed toward their 

laps. Judas was grateful. It was much easier to stay in his head and retain the small amount of energy he had when 

people ignored he was there. While Judas found his body, fitful, dreadful lethargy washed over him for hours at a 

time. 

Sleep became his closest friend. They shared secrets, he curled into it like a child to a parent's side. The pale, 

sterile pillowcase cradled his head until the tweeting of birds brought him back to life. They gifted him a natural 

alarm, so early, when the wind pouring over the room felt more like icy tides than the usual invisible flood. Judas 

rubbed his eyes with the palms of his hands, groaning into them. His miserable body turned under the covers, 

omitting small murmurs ("shhh") as the fabric scratched the hair on his shins. The bed finally molded to his shape, 

more comfortable with each silent and passing night. 

Summoning the strength in his agonized frame, Judas pulled his chest up into a sit, and swung his legsover 

the edge of the bed. The breeze made goosebumps break out all over his body. The covers fell from his shoulders, 

revealing only a slightly-wrinkled hospital gown and the numerous constellations of freckles trickling down to the 

bandages around his forearms. He didn't know what urged him, but a silent voice behind his hair, somewhere deep 

in the cavernous and flayed corpse of his brain, there was a voice urging him, saying 'the birds would look lovely in 

this low morning light.' Saying, 'get some air, freshen up, get dressed, take a shower.' Saying, 'see where you are, 

grab onto yourself, hoist yourself from this water.' Saying, 'my hands are pruned, and even this deep, I can see a 

whale that can swallow me whole and take me to shore.' 

Miraculously, swallowed by the fish in the depths. Three days and three nights. It opens its mouth, 

thorny teeth spread so he could step out, stretch his arms, reach into the blue sky (so, so different from the 

suffocating darkness of the Mariana Trench), and sink your toes into the sand. Pinocchio’s there too. At home, 

face glued to the window, he prays on the star that takes the form of a woman. Only wish: make me a real boy. 

Give me this real body. Cricket on his shoulder, Judas would face the whale time and time again if it meant he 

could change his body from wood to flesh. 

Maybe then you could excuse the damage you did on being carved into a paperweight. 

Please stop. It's a beautiful day. 

Judas tugged his IV over next to him, willing himself into a stand, using the aluminum frame as support. The 

blood rushed from his head, filling his vision with black swirling spots. The floor froze over his bare feet, chilling 

him to the bone. 

The chill was welcome, though. His body accumulated heat that stripped from his skin and radiated against 

the floor. He could feel it bounce off everything in the room. If he looked hard enough, he could see it mingle and 

thread into the walls and curtains. If he looked hard enough, he could see his body produce infrared and see the 

way it canceled the terrifying sterility of his surroundings. 

Dragging his IV with him, Judas staggered over to the window, nudging the chairs underneath it aside. The 

brisk early morning mist hit him first. As he glanced out the open window, the air seemed to surround him and fill 

his lungs, making them feel new. Like Pinocchio's father fitted him with new parts when he rusted, the earth 

graced Judas with new lungs. The freshness passed over every cell on the skin off his face. Like suddenly downing a 

glass of ice water, the flittering of birds and rustling of leaves permeated a wakeful serenity into his very core. 

(Morning on the Seine near Giverny, Claude Monet, 1897.) The purity of the morning spilled images into his 

head. Monet searched for perfect views, then fashioned a boat that he used as a floating studio. Monet bobbed on 

the water and painted what he saw. Judas could understand that pressure, that urge to capture something, so 

deeply it ached in his very bone marrow. Judas could imagine himself then: industrial-looking suspenders plastered 

on top of a white, billowy shirt tucked into too-short scratchy spring trousers. Moving up-and-down, up-and-down, 

to the mercy of the current while he desperate mixed hues together to find the color of the undertones in the trees. 

The violet-blue of the trees and lawn outside of his window stuck in his chest. His breath stuttered. Behind 

him, the door to his room creaked open and shut gently. A nurse was expecting him to lay down and take a sponge 

bath, or stomach more bland rice and mint tea. He refused to let his brief reverie go so quickly. 

"The mist has left the greening plain, 

The dew-drops shine like fairy rain, 

The coquette rose awakes again 

her lovely self adorning." 

Judas paused and coughed the sleep from his throat. His voice was growing stronger as his stomach and 

throat healed. He recalled the next verse. 

"The wind is hiding in the trees, 

A sighing, soothing, laughing tease, 

Until the rose says 'Kiss me, please,’ 

'Tis morning, 'tis morning." 

He breathed in deeply, letting the frigid air fill him deeply once more. 

"With staff in hand and careless-free, 

the wanderer fares right jauntily, 

For towns and houses are, thinks he, 

For scorning, for scorning. 

My soul is swift upon the wing, 

And in its deeps a song I bring; 

Come, Love, and we together sing, 

‘'tis morning, 'tis morning.'" 

Silence followed. Judas imagined Sara behind him smirking at his sudden mood shift. He wasn't elated, but he 

could tolerate being awake. Baby steps. 

"Someone's feeling better." A male voice hit him teasingly, hesitantly. Judas glanced over his shoulder, eyes 

widening. He didn't have any male nurses, as far as he remembered. "That's nice, though, did you just come up 

with that?" Hunched over Judas's bed, against the darker, warmer side of the room, straightening the scratchy 

blanket on his bed, a boy wearing white scrubs and a small smile appeared hauntingly. It was like seeing a ghost, 

something out of this world and eerily familiar. 

"No." Judas murmured slowly, his confusion radiating from him, "It's a poem. Paul Laurence Dunbar." He 

couldn't Judas blink, afraid the boy- if he could call him that- would disappear from existence entirely. 

"Is he an American? I don't have a clue about literature." The boy said, huffing under his breath with hushed 

laughter. "Yeah. It's nice. It's nice." The boy finally glanced upward, stilling as their eyes met. Gramophone music, 

the sound of muted tones and brass jazz. Summer pears, walking through gardens and stopping underneath the 

shade for a bite. Sheets hung up, swaying in the wind, lace casting shadows on each other. Judas could sit there for 

hours. Please never stop looking at me . The boy opened his mouth to say something and then shut it, looking away 

like someone said his name. He looked bashful, almost as if he was called on during class and said the wrong 

answer. 

"Are you new?" Judas asked, taking note of the relief passing through the boy's face. 

"I'm- what?" He immediately put himself to work, stretching the blanket out and averting his gaze to it. He 

reset the smushed pillow at the top of the bed while laughing incredulously. 

"So, you're new?" The sun started peeking out from the horizon. Judas could tell from the way the boy's light 

hair glowed hallowed at its edges. 

"What are you asking?" The boy, although Judas could hardly call him a boy, furrowed his eyebrows, nervous 

energy filling his hands as he finished making the bed. "Like, am I new? In the hospital? To nursing?" Judas looked 

out the window and then back at the boy. He was probably only 20. How was he a nurse already? Judas hadn't even 

graduated with his bachelor's yet, but he supposed that was his own fault. 

"Are you one of... my new... nurses?" Judas said slowly, "Did you replace someone?" The nurse stayed silent, 

smoothing out the blanket Judas though the bed was made. 

"Are you mad at me or something?" He said boldly, Judas could sense no nerves in his voice now, "I know I 

can be a dick sometimes, but I also know that you make better jokes than this." The nurse busied himself with a 

clipboard hooked to the end of the bed, facing the wall. His voice was strong, but he was still hiding in it. Judas 

could nearly see a child in the other, hiding underneath a heavy comforter from monsters. Judas didn't know what 

to say, taking in the way the scrubs on the nurse's body crinkled at his hips and near his sneakers. The nurse 

looked over his shoulder expectantly at Judas. The crisp air turned into something bitter. 

"I'm Chase." He offered, smile poking at his cheeks but not reaching his eyes, "I take the flowers out of your 

room when people leave them here." His voice was lighthearted and joking. Judas sensed something behind those 

words, a tinge of melancholy, a flavor of bitter woodiness on his tongue. 

"I'm Judas." Cringing, Judas felt his face heat up at his automatic response and he looked at the tiled floor, 

"Just in case you forgot." 

"I didn't." Chase's face shone with something akin to fondness. A beat passed between them, filling the space 

between them with something thick. They were talking through miles and miles of honey. The same color and 

amber luminescence as the way the sun shone through Chase's hair, creating a halo of disheveled waves curling at 

his nape and tickling his ears. Judas could nearly feel how warm and inviting Chase's cheeks were under the 

sunrise's embrace. They were probably soft. They probably would heat his cold, long fingers so quickly. Judas 

wanted to brush his knuckles against Chase's cheekbones. Chase cleared his throat, face cheerful if forced. He 

shook the clipboard for emphasis, "I have to change your wraps." Judas took far too long to register the words, 

caught up in the way Chase's voice hummed knowingly. He's probably very smart. No wonder he's a nurse so 

young. 

Judas nodded, grabbing onto the cold neck of his IV and wheeling over to his bed. He propped himself up on 

top of the blankets, heels scraping against the fabric. They shared an apprehensive look. Chase pulled a stool from 

underneath the bed and demanded Judas's arm with a nod of his head. Every move the nurse made, Judas was fine- 

tuned to feel. It was like Chase's movements let off sounds and Judas had perfect pitch. He never felt so restless by 

the feathery grazing of someone's fingers against his elbow or hand. Chase probably feels this too. He's doing it on 

purpose. Am I drugged? 

A few agonizingly slow moments passed before the deep cuts in Judas's skin felt the breeze passing through 

the room from the window. They weren't infected, only swollen around the deep blue stitches. His body was slowly 

recovering alongside his mind. 

"Looks good." Judas heard Chase mumble, deep in thought. In the corner of his eye, he saw him unraveling a 

new spool of white, clean bandages and starting the process over. Pulls his arm up slightly, wraps the bandage 

under, pushes it down. Pulls it up, wraps under, pushes it down. The other arm now. 

"Last time you did this, you were nervous." Judas recalled, the words passing through his teeth before he had 

a chance to stop them. Was it true? He had no idea. It sounded right. 

"Yeah, well. Y'know." Chase breathed out and shrugged his shoulders, body suddenly rigid, "It looked really 

gnarly. I was afraid of hurting you." The words came out quick, too quick. Judas wasn't sure if Chase was lying or if 

he was forcing himself to say the truth. He hummed in acknowledgment anyway, adjusting where his head fell on 

the back of the bed, eyes focused, trained on the micro expressions of Chase's face. 

"It's weird how fast it healed. I was worried I'd be stuck here for a month or so." Judas laughed hoarsely. 

"It's-" Chase's eyes shot up to Judas's before avoiding it completely. An awkward beat passed. "Some people 

heal faster than others" Judas could win an award with his overanalyzing of Chase's every action, with how he 

moved backward in his chair a little bit. What did he do wrong? Did he say something? Chase finished the wraps 

and stood up abruptly, knocking one of the legs of his stool against the floor. His flinch would have gone 

undetected, but everything about Chase was readable to Judas. 

"Did I say so-" 

"Uh." Chase coughed clumsily, pushing the stool underneath the bed again, "There's um. I have. Other 

patients." His words were forced out like he was shoving them from a rooftop. 

"Naturally." Judas said coldly, turning his head to look out the window. He couldn't help it. Suddenly the chill 

of the morning turned into something deeper, something the Titanic could've sunk on. He felt his energy slowly 

leave his body and all the heat the fostered between them dissipated into the walls. 

Chase stood there, shifting between feet. In his periphery, Judas could see his face move, but no words came 

out. This repeated, like a VHS stuck on a loop. Rewind. See the static fill the edges of the screen. Play. Rewind. 

Chase turned abruptly and left the room just as someone else was entering. Judas could hear them exchanging 

words, murmured in the bustle of the hallway. 

Sara replaced the space where Chase once was. 

"Alright, Judas, month two! Let's replace your bandages." 

Judas’s older sister was seventeen when he was born; his parents were young when they had her, though, so 

he was their chance to try again, but this time we're more prepared, we know what we're doing, we're not in school . 

Her hair was thin, curling around the feminine curve of her shoulders like a cape that danced through the air when 

she rushed through the house- that much he remembered before she shaved it off during her third year. Mercy’s 

age lent to him a third parent. She scolded him when he picked the dehydrated marshmallows out of the cereal 

box when he was three and signed papers in his mother's names for daycare. In an old portrait of her, one among 

many hung crookedly in the hallway of his childhood home, she looked almost like his twin from another era. 

He knew that as she grew up, her complexion became lighter. Her hair brought on a dull blonde tint and her 

eyes mirrored that of a brook. Cheeks with a landscape of acne scar craters. The one thing that remained the same 

was the way they pushed against her eyes into a squint when she laughed. In that way, they still looked like twins. 

Beside that hallway portrait was one taken on her nineteenth birthday, set against the backdrop of the fences in his 

backyard. She rested her chin on a hand, a woven yarn bracelet hung lifelessly in age at her bony wrist. Her smile 

suggested something mischievous, looking over the photographer. With hair grown out, strands poked under her 

cheeks almost impishly. 

Mercy played the trumpet in her high school band and dabbled in computer coding. The family's first 

computer was in her bedroom. The fitted sheet on her bed popped from underneath the mattress when he sat 

down. She had a large jar of coins on her windowsill where any change rattling in the washing machine would go 

by family law. Evidence of her scattered over his personality. Her musical inclination traveled over to him, and 

every time she played on her trumpet Judas would watch or cover his ears in annoyance. Her cluttered closet 

overflowed with an eclectic taste and Judas found himself growing into that same sized shoe. 

One afternoon, they were at some sort of gathering (birthday, holiday, or maybe a graduation party?) where 

she dressed in all white, gleaming against the low sun. 

"Who are you getting married to?" He asked her, his voice high and light, tripping over his words as he would 

trip over uneven concrete in a sidewalk. He didn't remember this, but the video footage on VHS tapes showed him 

there, comically dressed in khakis and plaid cotton buttoned all the way up to his chin, chocolate smeared across 

his chin. In that video, she shone- the old camcorder couldn't focus against the way she glowed. In the corner of 

the frame, when the camera would focus on people sitting at long tables and eating from fruit dishes, she forced 

the frame into a dizzy focus. The sun was jealous, he could tell by the way its rage poured in orange and yellow 

over the horizon. 

Mercy was diagnosed with late-stage breast cancer when she was twenty-one. Judas was only four. He didn't 

recall much from that time, only that he was jettisoned away like a spaceman from a shuttle almost instantly, 

thrown into another life with his great-aunt living in a small, cramped house, filled with knickknacks and smelling 

strongly of expired perfume. His parents would call him, and he'd talk on the rotary for a couple of minutes before 

getting distracted with his crayon drawings or Lego masterpieces strewn in front of the large brick of a television. It 

crackled when he changed the channel and if it stormed particularly badly, the scene would be torn into ribbons. 

When his hospital psychiatrist handed him a brand-new set of Crayola brand crayons, Judas found himself 

inundated in nostalgia. It ripped him to shreds like his great-aunt's television set, only this time Judas was available 

in all colors, and not painted in a vague yellow. Judas live on TV. The cathode ray tube would screech and turn 

until Judas stood on-screen, fuzzy around the edges but complete. Every few seconds, lines would streak at the tips 

of his hair, the screen showing the pale spiral of the rotary phone snaking across the floor from where it was 

tucked under his chin. 

He'd be on his stomach, ankles crossed, mouth running a million miles per hour as he talked about fleeting 

topics to his parents as they sat in the hospital tenderly caring for his sick sister. 

Hospitals and Crayola. Judas in veined Technicolor. Great-aunt's old house swirling, swirling, swirling mid- 

air. Landing: 'oh!' Watch him walk amidst the comical flowers with his blue dress and bows in his pigtails and his 

fluffy white blouse. Watch him tiptoe over yellow bricks while the violin's swell. Toto, I have a feeling we're not in 

Kansas anymore. We must be over the rainbow! 

"Judas?" His psychiatrist's words felt like they were spoken by a witch descending in a bubble, "Judas, come 

back to me." Give the kids a colorful start this year with a bright new variety of school supplies from Crayola. Every 

child's camera of life . He wondered if that camera would focus on his sister in white or if her luminescence was too 

brilliant. 

"Come on, you can do it." I don't want to. I don't like being here. I want to be in Oz. I want to be with the 

ruby slippers. Paint me green so the audience can gasp and murmur how they've never seen anything like me on 

the big screen before . And again: "Judas." His eyes shot up to meet hers. She looked patient, dressed formally 

underneath her perfect and soft white coat, and as he looked at her face, he saw every muscle in her body relax. 

"Thought I lost you there." She joked and then gestured towards the new box of crayons on the low table in front of 

him, "Let's do something I haven't done in a while. I hear you're an artist, right? Let's draw." 

"You're not the one drawing, though." He said, picking at his fingernails in his lap. She tilted her head, 

confused. "It's not 'let's draw, it’s ‘you draw.’'" 

"Fair enough. You feel up to drawing?" She offered instead, pushing a strand of curly hair behind her ear. 

Judas merely shrugged. Her demeanor was rotting him, he could feel it at the pit of his stomach. She was 

sickeningly sweet. Any other person would look at her and admire her sensitivity, the way her voice melodically 

washed over people, its calm cadence, its underlying cheerfulness. Her gaze felt like seventeen thousand pins. He 

pulled the dry cardboard tab from the top of the box and emptied the crayons on to the table. The clink of the new 

crayons on the surface and the slight rustling of his clothes seemed too loud for such a small room. 

"Any requests?" He said dryly, rolling his fingers over the crayons. 

"Anything you want to do." That's not what he wanted to hear. With his energy seeped from his bones, the 

only type of creativity he could muster is what other people wanted. He didn't have the strength to modify sketches 

or swipe the eraser debris from a page or to even use his head without getting lost. Taking cavernous turn after 

cavernous turn, deep within the system, bats hanging from the deep emptiness of his skull. The type of cavern 

you'd yell into to. ‘Echo!’ Echo! Echo. (Echo.) (Echo...) "Alright, don't give me that look. Draw..." Her eyes glanced 

up in thought, "Draw- who's your favorite artist?" 

On his way home from class, he'd pass underneath a bridge. The familiar shriek of the train passing 

overhead invaded the walls of the bus. It'd shake, molten rage filling the back of the bus with fumes that Judas was 

too afraid to take in. He felt that if the bridge was slightly longer, if he had to spend a second longer underneath its 

chilling shadow, that the bus would combust from the fury. As lights flickered with each passing train car 

overhead, light danced over the gallery of graffiti. The graffiti lined the walls, stretching from the gravelly concrete 

covered in broken bottles and cigarette buts to the rusted bolts holding the bridge together. 

Alongside the elaborate tags and stencils, there was a crude drawing, above everything, of two watching eyes 

with the words painted underneath, the paint dripped and dried: "I'm taking everyone with me." 

Looking upon the eyes of T.J. Eckleburg, Judas found himself surrounded in the notion of being visited by 

God each time he passed the mural. On the way there, he felt the skin prick at the back of his neck. On the way 

back, he was enraptured, caught in the moment for decades. He wouldn't say that was his favorite artist, though. 

Judas played with the black crayon, flipping it through his fingers like a coin. 

"I dunno." He said, "Maybe Goya?" There was, after all, something eerily similar between the way Saturn 

looked primally vacant while slipping into his mouth the elbow of his son. "I like Saturn Devouring His Son . I think 

he painted it on the walls of his house." Judas also knew Goya painted it when he went deaf and isolated himself in 

his house. He gained great acclaim through his lighthearted and colorful masterpieces. After the painter's death, 

people walked in and found fourteen grotesque and terrifying paintings painted in secret on the very walls where 

we lived. Saturn was in his dining room. 

The painting sucked Judas in so easily. By just glimpsing at the repugnant knuckles of Saturn sinking his 

claws into his child's spine, Judas felt those knuckles. As the face of Saturn became illuminated by what seemed to 

be torchlight, Judas felt the heat of it on his cheeks. He could feel Goya. Sitting down at the head of a long table, 

illuminated by antique lanterns huddled at the top of the walls, greedily holding in their lights. In the flicker: there 

is the face of Saturn. When passing through the room: there is the blood running like mucus down the limp body. 

Infecting his brain: there is the crunch of his son's skull in between his teeth. He could imagine how the body 

fought. 

Maybe it was a symptom, too. Being so engrossed by a painting couldn't have been healthy. But Judas knew 

something about being surrounded by reminders. Though the white walls of the hospital drove him crazy, they 

were also a source of comfort. He started slowly moving the crayon back and forth on the page, no form coming to 

mind, just doing it for the sake of moving his hands. His psychiatrist crinkled her nose, turning to her laptop and 

typing rhythmically. 

"Oh, I've seen this. It looks scary." A few clicks of her mouse echoed off of the walls. Click! Click. (Click.) 

"What do you like about it?" 

"I like the colors." He sighed into his words. Her words caused an itch to break out across his body. I think 

I'm allergic to her . "I like Edvard Munch, too." A few clicks and taps followed. 

"Mmm. He sorta looks like you. Edvard Munch, I mean-- again with the glaring! I wasn't insulting you. He 

does self-portraits. Look." She turned her laptop. Judas intentionally looked down at his paper. Drawing suddenly 

seemed incredibly enticing. The black crayon skidded over the page, little bumps of texture rolling off as he blew 

them across the table. 

"He did The Scream! I know him." She paused, moving her fingertips from her laptop to the thin, silky fabric 

of her skirt, "Are you drawing me something?" Judas didn't know what he was drawing, really, letting the crayon 

take him somewhere. 

"I don't know if this is coherent, but I feel like I'm on a slide." He scratched the skin around where his IV 

stuck into his elbow and trailed up to the drip and continued sketching, "I think about something, say, uh. Say I 

think about crayons. Suddenly I'm eight feet down and accelerating. The slide just keeps going." Glancing up, 

unsure, her gaze struck him almost painfully. He had requested her to sit back facing him, to avoid the eyes 

prodding every inch of him, but she seemed to intentionally forget after a few minutes. Willing himself to continue, 

he forced himself to continue sketching. "It goes crayons to this commercial I saw when I was four to ruby slippers. 

I'd blame it on my imagination, but I'm in the hospital talking to a psychiatrist. So probably not my imagination 

and instead my crazy." On the short table before him, his hands scratched out the last line of his sketch. It wasn’t 

finished, but he was done nonetheless. 

"Can I see?" She offered gently, hand out, eyes cutting into his face. Without waiting for the answer Judas 

couldn't give, she turned the page around. Short brown-blond hair. A smile the crinkled the eyes. "Is this your 

mom?" 

"No." Judas felt a sudden weakness pull at him. The rooms white walls shrieked like an enraged sun on a VHS 

tape, "No. No, that's my sister. She died when I was little. I don't know why I drew her." 

∙ 

One night, he woke up in a cold sweat, the air around him constricting and constricting until the only thing 

he felt was the heavy pounding in his ears. Light streamed into the room, people rushing in. They filled the room to 

the walls, yet they kept filling in. Their faces curled and morphed until they became dogs, barking, pulling the 

sheets around him. He frantically yelled out, curling against the headboard, knees hitting his chest. Pushing 

desperately, he kicked against them, wary of the knives jutting from their jaws and the gnashing, flailing heads. 

"Get off of me! Fuck!" Breaths passed through his skin but didn't seem to fill his lungs or nourish his blood. 

The dogs taunted him, the whole pack howling with laughter. Ten million sets of claws bore into him as frantically 

as a blind cat. Ten hundred thousand sets of eyes refused to free him. Morphing back into clinical people, the dogs' 

chains rattled against his wrists as he struggled to kick them away. They jumped on top of him and lunged forward 

to bite his throat. It broke under his skin and he died, and died, and died. 

When his stomach started healing, so that nurses could shove more complex foods down his throat, he 

started feeling energy zap around his body. Maybe it was the medicine they were sneaking into his applesauce, but 

the urge to move overwhelmed him. Fighting through the pain in his body, he would visit the window of his room 

more often. The sounds of life rocketing through the window became a new friend, replacing the spot where sleep 

once was. Judas would wake up to the tapping of dog's claws on the pavement and open his eyes without a 

hesitating moment of remorse. 

I'm caught on a leash, too. This one's heavy and metal and for streaming sedatives into me. I've got one 

though. I don't have nails that click against the floor, but I've got callouses on my foot scrape against these glossy 

floors . A symphony of wildlife and people became his alarm clock. 

His phone stood lifeless at his bedside- he wasn't sure if he could handle the stimulation. Bright lights, dings 

and chimes, the bombardment of people asking if he was okay. The bombardment of people asking him why he 

doesn't take visitors. It was fine, he enjoyed the simplicity that enveloped his life lovingly like an old quilt. Nobody 

spoke to him and he spoke to nobody. His head was growing lighter by the minute, no longer weighed with contact 

and priorities. 

Feeling aging skin slipping off his body like wet clothes, Judas allowed himself to connect to the essential 

sensation of his heartbeat clandestinely moving the bed on its wheels. With each breeze sweeping through his 

window, new breath soared in and out and in and out of his lungs. Freeing, unweighted. Thoughts roaming free 

with no responsibility but to open his eyes in the morning. He told himself he was lucky to be there. That the birds 

sang just for him and the trees danced so that he could dance with them. Every movement of seething storm clouds 

was meant to be memorized. Deep in the pale gradient of the sky was a melody, faint and resonant, that if he 

listened hard enough, could grant him some inevitable, omniscient knowledge. 

A few days after his session with his psychiatrist, Judas sat crisscross on his bed, phone pulling down on his 

fingertips rested in his lap like it was made of ten billion stones. He held the button on the side and felt it vibrate, 

jolted quickly to life, and the screen glow with the Apple logo. The tingle overwhelmed him, preparing him for the 

bombardment of messages and missed calls. Clicking the switch on the side, he left it on his bed and looked out 

the window, as if the trees outside would mold and shape to answer his silent question. 

He slowly unfolded his legs from under him, imprinted the way they chilled immediately with contact to the 

breeze to memory, and let them gently touch the floor. Not able to physically run from his phone and his 

responsibility was easily overcome. Although lacking the energy, Judas could still adjust the hairs falling over his 

forehead and drag his IV with him to the window. The creak of his bed as he lifted his weight mingled with the 

sound of the door creaking open. Judas flitted his attention to the curious eyes asking the silent question 'can I 

come in.' Noticing Judas's placidity, Chase closed the door behind him. 

"No dramatic window poetry this time?” Chase teased, causing memories of their last encounter to stir in 

Judas's head. He felt his cheeks pull with a smile, but it quickly fell into something of a grimace. Chase hadn't 

shown up since their last stiff farewell. 

"Actually, I was on my way over." Judas's laugh sounded terse, "It's been a bit. Where've you been?" 

"I wasn't off sulking if that's what you think." Offering no proper response, Chase wandered to Judas's place 

near the window. His body seemed like dark charcoal on a white canvas, the light from the window glowing around 

his shoulders and head. Chase's arms crossed over his chest and his eyes narrowed slightly to the adjustment of 

the light. He, too, seemed captivated by the life outside. "You wanna go outside with me? It's nice out." Judas 

tightened up, grabbing onto his knees, his bare feet still stealing the heat from the tiled floor. 

"Is that allowed?" 

"Judas, you're a patient, not a prisoner." Chase looked over his shoulder, green eyes gleaming with an 

indiscernible emotion. Tell that to the tranquilizer they gave me last night . "Have you not gone outside yet?" Chase 

offered instead, his harshness billowing off him like sheets swept out of a space station airlock. 

"Are you trying to embarrass me, Chase?" Judas felt Chase warm up and thought he should as well. Chase 

gleamed. "I'm prisoner zero of this place, didn't you know? You're probably not high up enough to even be in this 

room with me right now." Chase hesitated, opening his mouth but shutting it quickly. Judas couldn't place why. "I 

could be leaking top secret information to you." 

"I'm feeling a national crisis, then." Chase's voice was lighthearted, but he spoke his words out the 

window, not looking at Judas. It felt almost like their previous encounter. Chase shut off from Judas so easily, 

"What do you think?" Chase flipped around, leaning on the windowsill as he tilted his head and smiled. Although 

his body was darkened against the backdrop of the light, Judas could see the glow of playfulness in the way Chase's 

smile spread to his eyes. Judas hadn't seen much of the hospital at all, merely fleeting glances through windows of 

locked rooms as he made his way to his psychiatrist's office. One hallway was hardly enough to make assumptions 

of a whole hospital, but Judas still imagined the place to be white-walled, geometric, and sterile. The type of place 

where the further you walked, the thicker the atmosphere became and the more hostile the staff behaved. 

Chase patiently held his head up high and loosely held his wrists behind his back while Judas, whose body 

trembled with each step, shoved his IV pole along, breath staggering with each transparent and judging side-eye of 

the staff. Their steps seemed amplified, everybody turning and quieting as they passed. As if sensing Judas's 

equivocation, Chase lagged his own steps to stay beside him. The ride through the elevator was quiet, Judas 

standing as a soldier while Chase leaned against the metal bar on the side. 

"Have you ever been outside of your room?" Chase avoided his eyes, pressing a button that glowed a stark 

fluorescent green under his nail. Although his voice was welcoming, Judas's ears rang with tinnitus like a 

bombshell crackled behind him. 

"Kinda." Judas answered, looking down to pick at his thumbnail. Chase hummed in understanding, turning as 

if to speak, but then let out an exasperated, dry chuckle. Ding. 

"Come on-" Chase's hand softly grazed Judas's shoulder to ease him out of the elevator. "Ah." His hand shot 

back to his side, Judas's skin fiery to the touch. Or so it would seem. He could imagine Chase hissing in pain from 

the simple touch. I'm not that disgusting, am I? He took a bath a few days ago, his hair matted uncomfortably 

around his head. Or maybe it was Chase, weird about contact with another man, even if that man was his patient. 

Flesh burning and white heat billowing from every surface of his body. The white gown hanging from his bony 

shoulders would smolder and float like ash. Hair raised from the steam. Fingertips globing down as molten glass. 

Volcano craves welting from his skin and pouring out onto the floor, suffocating, smoking, choking, choking, get 

me out of here. Get me out of this disgusting body. 

Of course, nobody would want to touch his igneous fringe. He'd rather dissolve into ash and float away 

through the desolate and cold hallways. Chase didn't seem to notice, tilting his head down the hallway to say, 'this 

way.' The further from his room they wandered, the more beautiful the hospital became. It started with higher 

ceilings, the air opening. Judas's skin still smoldered. The higher ceilings gave way to elaborate, intricate hanging 

lights and art hung proudly on the walls. Hallways opened and converged into open spaces, filled with aquariums 

in pillars reaching high to touch the ceilings. Large windows boasted stained glass onto pallid statues going about 

their baroque mannerisms. Judas's skin cooled as he lost himself to the labyrinth. 

"I don't remember it being so nice here." Judas remarked as they fell back into a comfortable sidestep, the 

tense heat radiating from Judas's core cooling into islands in his ocean. Chase quirked his eyebrow in question, but 

Judas pretended not to notice. 

"Ah, right here." Rushing to a nearby door, he opened it politely to Judas. "After you." He felt the sun strike 

every inch of his body when he walked out the door. Light hit him with pleasant warmth, yet his body broke out in 

goosebumps. Millions and millions of points on his body tingled, and every one of them breathed in when he did, 

breathed out when he did. The flowing aid that swept the trees swept through him, too, and the sun held him like a 

child. On the concrete sidewalk of the hospital courtyard, in front of large windows and an unreadable Chase, 

Judas spread his arms out and closed his eyes. Red shadows stretched over his eyelids. He filled his lungs with 

infinite and pure air, the color of yellow. 

(73 Poems, e. e. cummings, 1963.) (Olive Trees with Yellow Sky and Sun, Vincent Van Gogh, 1889-1890.) 

("What motion of the sun or stream or eyelid shot the gleam that pierced my body through? What made me live 

like these that seem self-born, born anew?" The Winding Star, Yeats, 1933.) 

Images poured from his stomach, only to be smothered by the shaky exhale pouring tons of air from Judas's 

lips. The sun coated him in a fresh layer of paint, left to dry out on the front porch of an old farmhouse. Creaking 

like a rocking chair, Judas's mind fell somewhere into a wheat field. Overwhelming yellow cutting his shins. Earthy 

scent dirtying the socks sticking out of his shoes. Judas turned to Chase and beamed with his eyes. Chase 

nervously held his gaze, closing the door behind him. 

"What was that for?" A hesitant chuckle filled his words. 

"What do you mean?" The sun cast rays onto Chase's eyes, shadows from his long eyelashes falling onto his 

cheeks. 

"The whole-" Chase stopped to loosely mimic Judas’s open-armed pose, “This thing.” He looked 

uncomfortable like he was facing a fear. Chase on a roller coaster, headed to the top of the first drop. Chase with a 

scorpion in his palm. Chase bravely conquering. Chase shoved his hands into the pockets of his scrubs and leaned 

back on his heels, pulling his shoulders to his ears in a shrug. Judas dragged his eyes away from him, looking out 

on the courtyard. A few other patients dotted the benches near the concrete walls. 

"I just missed being outside. I forgot how much I missed it." Grass around a central tree shuddered and 

cotton flecks of pollen raced above them. "I will take the sun in my mouth and leap into the ripe air, alive, with 

closed eyes, to dash against darkness.” Judas sighed. Chase moved in his periphery. 

"The American again?" 

"E.E Cummings." 

"I think I know who that is." Chase started moving, Judas following, the IV's wheels stuttering against the 

bumps in the concrete. Chase settled at a metal bench, sliding to make space for Judas. Judas struggled into a sit. 

“That last name though.” He put on an exaggerated face, with his eyes wide and mouth agape, “Wow.” Judas burst 

at the seams, a bubble of laughter rising from the bottom of his throat like a ribbit. The choked on it at first, but let 

it dissolve into giggles as Chase smiled and ducked his head into his chin. 

"Yeah?" Judas pulled his hair out of his face. Chase tilted his head in a nod, staring on. 

"Yeah," Chase said quietly at Judas's side. 

When time slipped from them and the sun moved to entrench them in shadow. Chase pulled the IV from 

Judas's elbow as gently as he could, hissing encouraging words ("Ah, okay, slowly. Shit. Ah-h. Alright there.") 

Ghastly indents above Judas's wrist, on the rivets of the back of his hand, stood fiercely against his skin as Chase 

worked, soon patching up the lazy bleeding at the elbow with a band-aid in his breast pocket. 

"Did you bite yourself?" He urged Judas forward with a beckoning wrist. He settled on a patch of grass, 

smoothing his scrubs out and picking a leaf off his pants. Judas's heart hammered heavily in his chest- it shook his 

loose gown. Chase seemed curious but not pressing, like he was asking how school was or how Judas's day was. 

"Uh." Judas's arm throbbed and swelled underneath the band-aid. "No. I mean. Yeah, but I didn't mean to." 

The courtyard deserted after the lunch rush, leaving them alone. 

"Didn't mean to bite yourself?" Chase shrugged, tugging on wildflowers. Hair fell into his face. Grass folded 

under him, glowing golden. Everything about Chase seemed to glow in the sun. 

"I guess." When the sun hit his face again, Judas sighed. Despite his worry, Judas found solace in the drifting 

clouds. Settling a few paces from Chase, he folded his knees towards his chest and tilted his head up in the air. "I 

kinda freaked out last night." He brushed his thumb over the fissures. In and out. In the cracks of his molars, there 

were raw circles developing scabs. Chase continues to pick at the ground, eyes downcast as Judas looked up. Relief 

washed over him, not a single gaze unnerving him as he spoke. 

"They had to tranquilize me." Judas said casually, face wrinkling. "I didn't even realize there were doctors in 

my room." Chase nodded in the corner of his eye. An exasperated sigh filled the air as Judas rolled onto his back. 

Chase still didn't look over as Judas's hair rolled into the grass. A faint yellow, the color of the dust sprung up from 

a car running through a desert, graced Chase's skin under the sun. Judas felt warm but Chase probably felt heat 

differently than he did- stronger. What Judas would give to step into his flesh and see things from his perspective. 

"I was there too." Chase's eye shot up in acknowledgment before flickering back down to the pale 

wildflowers. "Scary. I didn't see you bite your hand, though." 

I was freaky or the sight was scary? To watch Judas struggle and combust was scary? "I don't mean you were 

scary." He said as though he could read Judas's mind. "I just didn't know what I was doing. Everyone was moving 

and I was just standing there." Chase caught Judas's eye again and held it. Judas could read his mind this time: I 

wish I could have done something . Judas let himself get lost in the intimacy. 

“I’m sure you did exactly what you needed to.” Judas asserted, eyes hard when Chase’s glance flicked upward. 

“I kinda like that you were there. I like having someone care from a distance, anyway. Sympathizing instead of 

doing. I don’t need it, don’t get me wrong. It just feels warm.” 

“I like warm.” Chase agreed, and for a moment they both closed their eyes and held their faces towards the 

sun. 

“Can I tell you something?” Judas asked, the petals of the clovers and the small red berries in the grass filling 

him with courage, camaraderie, and compassion. Chase only held his gaze. “I have an older sister who died. Not 

that I need comforting for that- I’m over the grieving. I just feel like I killed her sometimes.” They breathed 

together. “Cause’ it’s like. I used to be a girl, actually. That didn’t suit me too well, so I changed it. And while I’m 

doing what I have to do to survive myself, I feel like I killed my parent’s daughter. Now both of them are dead and I 

don’t know what to do." 

Chase reached his hand over, the dark hairs on his forearm tickling the grass, and offered it to Judas. Judas 

choked, reached his out too. They embraced in the grass while Judas spoke. 

“I tried to kill myself. First I messed up my arm and then I tried to drink bleach.” Judas spoke the 

words and felt them fly away, up to the sun. He thought that maybe they should feel harder, stuck in traffic 

somewhere in the vocal chords, but they were flying out ninety miles per hour on route 66. Free, free. “I know 

I’m not schizophrenic, but it feels like I am sometimes. My thoughts get all jumbled and clothe me, and after a 

while I’m stuck in like seventeen pairs of sweaters that I don’t need and can’t get out of.” 

“That’s a lot of sweaters.” Chase said clearly, sweetly. 

“I know.” Judas smiled back at him. “It sucks. It gets really sweaty.” He laughed out, feeling Chase 

squeeze his hand. They kept looking at the clouds, drifting over the tall peaking rooftop of the hospital. They 

smoothly cruised, no care, sipping up each of their words like lemonade. 

“Can I tell you something?” Chase’s brow furrowed, gulping down courage as he turned to lay on his side 

toward Judas. Judas nodded him on. “I saw you, the day they brought you in.” He paused, his eyes looking around 

wildly, “I saw how much you were hurting. You looked at me, and your face was covered in vomit and blood, and so 

I went over to you, followed you to your room. They pumped your stomach and gave you all sorts of medicines and 

I was right there, watching. I don’t know. I’m not even your nurse. I wanted so badly to take care of you, to show 

you love because, God, you were so sad. You were so, so sad. I wanted to show you love while I could. I’m sorry if 

that’s creepy. I don’t know.” Chase tried hard to keep composed, but Judas read through that. Page after page, he 

saw Chase try, and page after page, Judas read how Chase’s muscles tightened and jaw clenched. 

Judas froze up. His elbows felt cold against the dirt. He willed it away, turning to his side to face Chase with a 
BACK hard expression on his face. Them, together. Judas just arrived on the sand dune, filthy and covered in salt water, 

riding on the back of a humpback whale. Chase is there, feet caked in white sand, waving, waving, elated. ‘How was 

your trip? I missed you. I’m so proud of you for making it back alive.’ Judas grasped Chase’s hand with his life. 

“I think you did a good job.” Judas choked out, a desperate laugh filling up his words. He leaned his head 

towards Chase’s on the ground and pressed his temple to the cool grass, “I think you did a good job.” He said again. 

Chase let out an equally relieved laugh, pressing his forehead against Judas’s. Pears on a Sunday morning, muted 

jazz. Pale ocean waves you can dip your feet in. He was sucked into his body, this beautiful body of his that shone 

in the light of the sun above him. “You did a real good job.” 
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The White Snake and Cane BACK 

By: Patrick Duong 

A gorgon with snakes for hair. Anyone who gazed upon her would be turned to stone, they said. That is 

How is "The White Snake and Cane"? You the myth of Medusa, a terrible being who was beheaded and slain by Perseus. Except she supposedly 
can tell Patrick yourself! Be sure to put his reincarnated as a ten year old girl. 
name, your email, "The White Snake and Meiko was a rather intelligent young girl who, at her age, was quite meticulous with the things she did 
Cane" in the subject, and your message so and planned to do. Of course, she had to be careful, or else she would have never survived as long as she did 
he can see your comment! with her snakes growing from her head. Meiko was aware of her history with Greece, but resolved to put that 
Name: * behind her, because as of right then, nobody knew what she was. Nobody had seen her snakes yet, so she 

decided to make the best of her reincarnation by being a good person. 

Unlike her past life as a gorgon, Meiko was now a rather cute young girl. The only signs of abnormality 

were the white snakes that grew out her head, of course, and her eyes, which were a curious shade of yellow 
Email: * 

that, unlike her past self's hateful shade of crimson that her present snakes’ eyes had, gave off a sense of purity 

and innocence. Other people’s encounters with Meiko’s eyes made her decide to restart her new life from zero, 

free from her past. It took her quite a while, considering that she lived hating humans and dying by them 

previously, to get over it. But then again, as she was raised in her current life, she had grown fond of the Subject: * 

humans who treated her kindly, as no one had done before. 

She was not born with her snake hair, but rather her normal hair had turned into snakes as soon as she 

was conscious of her past life as a monster. And the change was not immediate either, but was rather slow and 
Message: * 

took around a year to fully develop. Her parents, as the humans called it, never saw her snakes, as she was 

extremely careful to keep a large red beanie on at all times. She only ever took it off if she knew for certain that 

she was alone. The red beanie kept her white snakes well hidden, and seeing that most of the time, the snakes 

had a mind of their own, they had enough room to move around. All was well when it came to concealing her 

anomaly. 

Meiko prepared to go out to school like usual. She looked out into the wintry sky, anticipating the 

activities she would do in school with the other ten year olds. It was interesting how she had lived for 

thousands of years in the past and gained so many memories, but still thought like a typical ten year old girl in 

her present life. Before she headed out the door, she looked back to a spot under her bed where a book laid, and 

smiled. 

Meiko walked down the sidewalk, past the neighbors’ kids, and came across the park in her 

neighborhood. Today, she decided to deviate from her daily routine and walked up to the large tree in the center 

of the park. She looked up from under the tree. 

Tell me something. Why is today so different? What makes today so special that now you decide to drop 

in on my life rather than any other ordinary day? 

Because today, things will begin to change. 

A group of boys rounded the corner and spotted a little girl. Something was off about the girl, and one of 

them crept toward her to take a closer look. He was accompanied by a companion who grinned as he caught a 

glimpse of what was off about the girl first. 

Unseen by the snickering group of boys who were enraptured by the scene in front of them, a pale boy 

with hair and a tuxedo suit as white as snow stepped around the corner and leaned against a wooden post with 

his arms crossed. He had a seraphic smile on his face, but it was accompanied by empty, pupil-less, pinkish 

orange eyes. His expression gave no feeling of genuine joy, but rather a sardonic eeriness that would send 

shivers down one's spine. He slowly cast his gaze upon the boys and watched in silence. 

Change how? What’s going to happen? My life isn’t some epic story about amazing powers for you to just 

record and share with others. Assuming that my life continues as it always does, nothing is going to change. 

Nothing out of the ordinary will happen, and my life will be the same as always. I will make it to school 

normally, attend class, go home, and end the day. That is the normal peaceful life of humans, is it not? 

But things have already changed. 

A tall black figure, fully robed in a cloak in the purest shade of black, emerged from behind the pure 

white boy. This figure had its hood up and from within the hood, there was no face. Instead there was a black 

void, and the entire entity radiated darkness and cold, even in the midst of the bright morning. This menacing 

entity glided over to the first boy who was nearest to the girl... and did his work. 

Meiko lowered her head, frowning, then realized that something was amiss. The surrounding area was 

quiet. Too quiet, but she didn’t recognize why at first. Then realization hit her with the force of a speeding 

truck. The children had gone silent. During the time she spaced out from under her favorite tree in the park, 

the chatter of playing children had died out. Meiko had a further moment of clarity: her snakes had poked out 

from the bottom of the beanie. Nearly paralyzed from fear, she slowly turned around to come face to face with 

the petrified face of a boy with a mischievous smile reaching out with his hand like he was going to grab 

something. Behind him was another petrified smiling boy with his arms crossed, but his eyes had gone wide. 

Behind both of them was a group of young boys who were in the process of running for their lives. Recently, 

Meiko had questioned whether the snakes’ abilities had gone away or reduced in potency, but because it only 

worked on people, she was unwilling to try it out. It seemed as though her petrification process was not 

immediate, and the time it took depended on how far away they were from her. 

Meiko glared down at the two snakes that poked out and roughly shoved them back into her beanie. 

Tears were freely running down her face as she processed the situation. She had to do something, or else she 

would be discovered. Meiko glanced over to the patch of shrubs near the edge of the park, and saw a decent 

sized rock that she could lift. She knew what she had to do, and she did it. 

After the deed was done, Meiko ran to her school, still crying. She was incredibly late, and her uniform 

was battered. She stopped at the crosswalk of a street one block away from her school, bent over and out of 

breath from crying and running. Footsteps approached her and she quickly looked up, frantically trying to wipe 

her tears away and dust off her uniform. But as it turned out, she really didn’t need to. It was a boy, and he was 

facing her with a concerned expression, but he wasn’t looking at her. His eyes were looking right past her, or 

rather, not at all. The boy couldn’t see. Meiko came to this conclusion right after she saw his right hand holding 

a white can with a red tip. 

“Are you okay?” The boy gently asked Meiko. “Do you need any help?” 

“No,” she replied. “I’m fine, thanks.” 

“What’s your name?” he inquired further. “And what happened? Why are you crying?” 

“I’m Meiko,” she said. “There was this group of boys, and...” 

Meiko broke down into tears again, and the boy bent over to help her. 

“You don’t need to tell me if you don’t want to. My name is Hitomu,” he said, reaching his hand out to 

help her up. 

She took his hand, and he hauled her back up, then touched a band that was on his wrist, his face 

scrunched up in concentration. She looked at him in confusion, but it’s not as if he could see her do that. 

“My braille watch says that it’s way past the time school is called in,” Hitomu announced. “Would you like 

to come back to my house to calm down and change your clothes? I can smell the dirt on you.” 

“You can smell the dirt on me? That’s a weird thing to say to a person you just met.” 

“I guess that is pretty creepy,” he laughed. “But it is true. See, my doctor says that my hearing and sense of 

smell is better than other people since I can’t see. And my hearing is better than my smell, which helps me with 

more than just a few things.” 

“I suppose I can go with you,” Meiko said cautiously. “My parents are not home, and I can’t go into school 

like this.” 

“Excellent! So it’s decided!” Hitomu said, and turned back the way he came. “Come on, it’s a five minute 

walk from here!” 

The boy in all white and his dark companion stood in the shadow of a corner just around the bend, 

watching the events unfold in mild interest. The boy in all white reached inside his tuxedo while the dark figure 

reached for something on his back. 

“It seems as though it’s time for another job,” the pale boy said to the dark figure, still fiddling inside his 

tuxedo jacket, then frowned slightly. “Though I think this one will take some time before it’s completed.” 

The dark figure spoke with a deep and echoing voice, one that would paralyze a normal person out of 

fear, “I predict that there will be some collateral damage along the way.” 

“True, considering what this girl is,” the boy said, pulling out a large golden ring. He smiled, then looked 

at his large, menacing companion who then revealed a large scythe that was just as long as the figure was tall. 

The white boy then carefully positioned the golden ring above his head, where it levitated and stayed fixed in a 

position parallel to his head. Both of them bowed their heads and thought: I s it time? 

And indeed it was. The Angel of Death and Reaper of Souls departed, following Meiko and Hitomu. 

As it turned out, it took a little under a minute to reach Hitomu’s house. With Meiko guiding Hitomu, the 

slow walk that Hitomu took everyday, waving his cane back and forth on the ground before moving a step, 

became a brisk stroll. During that stroll, they had a little conversation. 

“Meiko, huh?” Hitomu said. “What does it mean?” 

“Beautiful, blessed child,” Meiko replied. “That’s what my parents told me it means.” Hitomu nodded his 

head grimly and said in a casual tone, “I bet you are, in fact, very beautiful and blessed.” 

Meiko blushed deeply. Eager to change the subject, she asked him back, “What about you? What does 

your name mean?” 

“Single dream,” he replied. “Ha, it’s kind of odd, but rather accurate, because I do have one dream.” 

“And what might that be?” she inquired. 

“To see again...” he said wistfully. “See, I wasn’t always blind. My doctor said that at a young age, I could 

see, but I got an eye disease that all but blinded me. It’s... hmm,” Hitomu thought deeply for a second. 

“Glaucoma! That’s what it is. Apparently there are things called neurons that send what my eyes see to my 

brain, and that doesn’t happen in me anymore. So to achieve my dream of being able to see again, I want to 

become a doctor and study eye diseases! I’ve already read medical books in the library and I’m currently getting 

good grades in school so I can get into better schools! My parents say I’m pretty smart for a fifth grader. What 

about you? What do you want to do later in life?” 

“What I want to do later in life...” Meiko mused. “I just want to live a normal and good life. Say, where’s 

your house?” 

With a little guidance, Hitomu determined which house was his, and they walked to the front porch. It 

was a rather nice house with a lot of space. He welcomed her in with an extravagant bow and gestured for her 

to enter... but she couldn’t. He was standing right in front of the door. He then laughed and got out of the way 

for her to enter. 

“I’m home!” he exclaimed. 

Meiko tensed up and sharply inhaled, then calmed down once she realized there was nobody else in the 

house. 

“Ha, you get nervous a lot with adults?” He asked. “Don’t worry, they’re at work. I just say ‘I’m home’ 

because it feels right.” 

Meiko walked slowly through the hallway where a mirror and a coat rack hung. She looked at herself in 

the mirror. She was filthy, with stone dust and dirt with rips and tears all over her clothes. There were stains on 

her that she didn’t know were there before. They looked suspiciously like... 

“Feel free to hang your coat up,” Hitomu called out to her. “Also go ahead and go upstairs to the 

bathroom. You can wash off in there.” 

Hitomu then grinned and said, “and don’t worry about me being a peeping Tom. I can’t see you anyways.” 

Meiko went up the stairs and into the bathroom, where she undressed and started bathing. Hitomu went 

in a little while after and collected her clothes. 

“I know I said that you didn’t need to tell me what happened if you didn’t want to, but now I’m really 

curious about why you have so many rips and tears in your clothes. And what’s that odd smell? 

“I fell!” She exclaimed. “I hit the sidewalk which tore my clothes and made me bleed. My blood is on my 

clothes.” 

“Yeah, that smells about right,” he said, smiling at his own joke. Then he frowned again. 

“Why is there so much of it? Did something happen between you and the boys you talked about?” 

“I fell on the sidewalk really hard,” Meiko said. I just cleaned off my forehead, elbows, and knees. Please, I 

don’t want to talk about it anymore.” 

Hitomu relented and backed out slowly, feeling the walls to find the exit. Meiko sighed and lowered 

herself into the bath. Even though the boy was blind, she still didn’t take off her beanie. One can never be too 

careful, she thought to herself. Listening closely, she heard him downstairs using the washing machine. Only 

then did she take off her beanie. Her snakes hissed in irritation as she kept them in the muggy beanie while in a 

hot room. She washed each of them individually before getting out. While she was still drying off, her snakes 

suddenly turned their heads towards the door. 

Hitomu stood outside about to knock when he heard a peculiar and swift rustling sound. In the short time 

he thought about what it could be, the door opened quickly, but only wide enough for a head to pop out. 

“Care to open the door a little wider?” he asked. “I tossed your old clothes if that’s okay with you. I also 

got you some of my own that might fit you.” Meiko was slightly unnerved to see that Hitomu was facing right at 

her even though he couldn’t see. 

“How do you know how open the door is?” she asked him. 

He laughed then said, “don’t forget that this is my house. The hinges creak so I can hear how much a door 

has opened. I don’t even need to use my cane when I’m in here, since I know the house well enough to move 

around smoothly, though I still need to touch the walls from time to time.” He paused a bit before continuing, 

“Say, are you wearing a hat right now? Or some kind of headwear?” 

Unconsciously, Meiko reached up and patted her beanie, which confirmed his thoughts. Hitomu nodded 

and backed out, leaving the clothes at the foot of the door, but not before she grabbed him and pulled him into 

the bathroom with her. 

“Well this is awkward,” he said. “Isn’t this something that people a little older than us do? After all, we 

are middle schoolers, though it’s not like I can see anything weird anyways.” He laughed at his own expense. 

“I just wanted to ask you to not talk about my beanie,” she said. “It’s... kind of personal.” Hitomu put his 

hands up saying, “alright, I won’t talk about it. But can you please let me go? And you left the water running a 

bit.” 

Meiko scrambled to turn the shower handle all the way off while Hitomu collected himself and walked 

out the door. The boy was surprisingly intelligent for his age, just like her, 

and his sense of hearing was phenomenal, she thought. She would have to be even more careful 

around him. 

After dressing and going downstairs, she saw Hitomu in the living room sitting in the middle of the floor. 

His eyes were closed and he was sitting in the lotus position. 

“I’m meditating,” he said. “Every day, I’d do this, typically after school, for about an hour. I just listen to 

the house, hearing the pipes, the air, even the electricity. This is how I built up my sense of hearing. I read 

somewhere that blind people like me develop their sense of hearing to a point where they use sound to 

basically see. But today, something’s off. I can sense something else, not by hearing or smell, but it’s like a 

presence of a person that isn’t here. Like an entity, watching over us...” 

“Are you sure someone else isn’t in the house?” Meiko asked him. 

“No,” he said. “I’d hear them. Besides, my parents don’t come back till an hour later.” 

Meiko went to the mirror in the hall and closed her eyes. 

Is it you? 

It seemed as though the boy was able to detect my presence. How he did it, I do not know. 

He is rather intelligent. Perhaps he figured out the truth behind what is happening here. Or at least, he’s 

starting to piece it together, meaning that he could connect to you. 

Perhaps. 

I told you to back off. Let me live a normal life. That’s all I want for my new life. 

Then I will let you live as you please. 

Meiko opened her eyes again. A girl with a blazing set of orange eyes stared back at her. 

Meiko left before Hitomu’s parents got back. On the road, she evaluated herself. There was a new feeling 

there, one that produced a great amount of heat in her body. It was rather good, and... so it was quite obvious 

Meiko was beginning to feel love. No beating around the bush or dodging the question like others like to do, it 

was love. But the question becomes: Is it the right kind of love and will it stay? 

Meiko got home at around two thirty, which was a little bit after the time her school got out. She went 

through the front door and said, “I’m home!” 

Then, “Oh yeah, that’s right...” 

Hitomu and his parents were sitting in the living room together watching TV. The evening news was on. 

A lady on the news was reading off an incident that happened earlier that day: “A report came in that said that 

a group of boys, all seventh graders in the same school, were murdered earlier today. There were no bodies to be 

found, but blood matching their DNA was found in the park that was in their neighborhood. The parents of 

these boys are desperately asking around if they have seen the incident occur and more specifically, the culprit. 

Please keep your children safe and report to the police if you find information that would help solve this case. 

Thank you, and have a safe evening.” 

Four years later... 

Meiko ran out to meet Hitomu on their way to their first day in high school. Coincidentally, or not, Meiko 

had enrolled in the same high school as Hitomu did, and they both got accepted. They would be in separate 

classes, of course, but Meiko was excited nonetheless. They met each other at the same crosswalk they did 

everyday and walked together to school. On the way, Hitomu put on a more serious face, which was a stark 

contrast to the jovial mood he usually emanated during their walks together. 

“What’s wrong?” Meiko asked him. 

Hitomu stopped walking, then looked up before responding, “I feel like we’re being followed. And not by a 

person. I would have heard them. It feels nostalgic, like I’ve encountered this before. How strange...” 

Unseen by Hitomu, Meiko’s face was a mask of fury. She had realized what was happening and quickly 

closed her eyes. 

WHY ARE YOU HERE AGAIN! 

... 

ANSWER ME! 

... 

So now you won’t even talk to me. Is this your way of finding loopholes in the agreement we made? You 

won’t interact with me, but you’ll still narrate my story like a creepy stalker? What is it this time? Another 

accident? Is that it? 

... 

Fine, well I’ll prove you wrong. Nothing is going to-- 

What is happening here? 

Meiko quickly opened her eyes and dragged Hitomu along, looking scared and angry at the same time. 

“Hang on,” Hitomu cried. “I can’t keep up! And I was so close to pinpointing that feeling I was talking 

about! What are you doing? Where are we going? This isn’t the way to school!” They stopped, and Hitomu put a 

hand on Meiko’s shoulder. 

“You’re obviously upset,” he said gently. “Maybe you can tell me what’s wrong, and wecan work this out.” 

“Nothing,” she replied. “Nothing’s wrong, I’m just a bit sad that we aren’t going to be in the same class.” 

She was lying, and Hitomu knew it. His hearing had improved to the point that he could hear the slight 

discrepancy between the truth and a lie. That said, he decided not to press the matter and instead pulled her by 

the hand back to the correct path to school. 

They were initiated into high school and it was a rather exciting day for the both of them, but Meiko was 

too apprehended to join in on the excitement. Her attitude on the first day repelled people, which immediately 

led to gossip being spread around the school. Near the end of the day, she heard most of the whispers, but then 

when she got out of her last period, heading towards the room the Hitomu was in, she came across a group of 

three girls looking at her. 

“Look at her,” one of the girls said. “She looks like a delinquent. I walked up to her in the morning and 

she had the look of a killer on her face.” 

“Worse,” said the second. “And what’s with that pathetic red beanie of hers? It looks awful.” 

“I wonder if she’s covering anything up with it?” the last girl. “She has no hair sticking out from under it, 

so I’m thinking she’s bald or something. Maybe we should steal it and see what’s underneath.” 

They all snickered, and Meiko was about to head over their way when Hitomu came out of his class. She 

gave the group of three one last glare before heading over to meet him. 

“They were talking about your beanie, weren’t they?” he asked her as she approached. 

“It’s fine,” she said, then led him out of school, walking home together. 

“For this evening’s news, we have a group of three girls who mysteriously disappeared. The girls are a 

group of high school friends who started their first day today. Reports from their parents say that they went to 

school, came home, and went out again to go shopping and never came back. If anyone has any information on 

this case, please contact the police immediately.” 

“WHAT?” Meiko exclaimed. 

“I said that I got a letter from a hospital in America that says that they can fix my eyes,” Hitomu said. “So I 

accepted and I’m heading out tomorrow!” 

“That’s amazing!” Meiko cried. “I’m so happy for you!” 

“Thanks,” Hitomu said. “I won’t take too long though, I’ll be heading back in a matter of two days after I 

get there. So I’ll be gone for three days then I’ll be right back to see you. Ha, literally this time.” 

They both laughed as they walked back to their houses. 

“So what do you want to do first when you get your sight back?” Meiko asked. “See the sights? Watch a 

movie? Maybe just gaze into the sky and see the world?” 

“No,” he said. “The first thing I’m going to do after the surgery is blindfold myself and wait till I get back 

here.” 

“Why?” she asked. 

“Because the first thing I want to see is you,” he said. “Agh, that was really cheesy.” 

Meiko blushed and stared at him. “That was really sweet,” she said. I’ll wait till you come back then.” 

They reached the crosswalk where they went their respective ways and said their farewells. 

“I’ll see you in three days,” Hitomu said. 

“Likewise,” Meiko called back. 

“It’s almost time, it’s almost time,” chimed the angel. “I can’t wait to do our job, don’t you agree?” 

“Patience is key,” rumbled the reaper. “All will be done in due time.” 

“I love our job,” said the angel as they watched in the shadows of the sidewalk directly across the 

crosswalk. 

Every day after school, Meiko would go to Hitomu’s house and see his parents. They generally liked her, 

and together they would call Hitomu in America and see how he was doing that day. On the second day, the 

doctor who operated on Hitomu picked up the phone. 

“Hello, is this Hitomu’s parents?” 

“Yes,” they eagerly replied. “How’s our son? Is he okay?” 

“Sir, Ma’am,” the doctor said slowly. 

Hitomu’s parents and Meiko held their breaths around the phone in anticipation. 

“Hitomu’s operation,” the doctor paused. “Was a huge success!” 

Everybody, including the doctor, cheered. Hitomu’s parents hugged each other, then Meiko as they 

jumped around the house. 

“I don’t know how,” the doctor continued. “But the operation restored his vision to a perfect twenty 

twenty. It’s a miracle.” 

“Thank you so much,” everybody said to the doctor. 

“Though I found it a little strange that Hitomu’s first request was to be blindfolded,” the doctor said. 

“Perhaps you all know something about this matter?” 

“Hitomu has something very specific that he wants to see first,” Hitomu’s parents replied. “Something 

very special to him.” 

"Ah, I understand now,” the doctor said. “Well that’s all I wanted to say, and congratulations.” 

The third and final day... 

Meiko rushed to Hitomu’s house after school to prepare the return home party. They made a cake and 

put up decorations all around the dining room. They shared a plan to turn off all the lights and pop out to 

surprise him when he came back. Nothing could ruin this day, Meiko thought. Nothing at all... 

About thirty minutes before Hitomu was supposed to arrive, his parents urged her to take a shower. In 

private, they had bought a beautiful dress for her to wear and planned to give it to her when she came out. After 

all, this was their son’s to-be-girlfriend. 

Meiko rushed to the bathroom upstairs and quickly undressed to bathe. She finished quickly, and covered 

herself in a towel, but before she could put anything on, Hitomu’s parents came in through the door. 

And the Reaper of Souls was behind them, scythe raised and already going in a downwards arc. 

A red beanie sat on top of the bathroom sink. 

Hitomu was guided out of the taxi cab by the driver and then left him on the front doorstep. The driver 

drove away at Hitomu’s beckoning and he went through the front door. He undid the blindfold and looked 

around the house. The entire house was dark and there were decorations up, just as he expected. Hitomu 

smiled to himself and he slowly walked to the dining room where he smelled the cake. But there was a rather 

odd smell in the house. 

Perhaps they messed up the cake a little bit . He thought. It’s fine. 

Then he froze. There was only one person he could hear breathing. 

Ah, so they anticipated me hearing them and one of them couldn’t hold their breath any longer, huh, he 

thought. Clever, but not clever enough. 

Then in the darkness, he saw a figure. It was standing up and facing away from him. 

“Meiko, is that you?” he called out. “I know you’re all there, so you can come out now.” He reached for the 

light switch. The figure turned its head, revealing a pair of crimson eyes that seemed to glow. 

And the Angel of Death walked up behind him. 

“How’s she doing back there?” asked the man driving a large black truck. 

His companion looked back into the mobile containment chamber in the back of the truck. 

“She’s doing fine,” the other man said. “We had to blindfold the guys that are in the back with her though. 

Something about looking at her dreadlocks sets her off. In the report, it says that they found a book in her room 

that told the story of Medusa, a Greek myth about a lady who turned everybody who looked at her into stone. 

Apparently her parents were really abusive which made her develop Dissociative Identity Disorder, and her 

alter ego was shaped in Medusa’s image.” 

“Well you never know with these types,” said the driver. “They’re all crazy. Say, can you read the report to 

me again?” 

“Yeah, sure,” said the other man. “It says here that at a young age, she murdered her parents in their sleep 

and their bodies decomposed into bones in her house. We got forensic evidence from the cleanup crew. Then 

about four years ago, she was the one responsible for the murders of all the little boys in the park. Nobody 

knew where they went and nothing showed up. Then there was no activity until a little while ago where the 

bodies of three high school girls showed up in the dumpster near the park. As it turns out, that was the place 

she dumped the bodies of the boys back then. Seems like she got a favorite dumping spot, huh. Then just today, 

the parents of her to-be-boyfriend barged in on her in the bathroom and caught a glimpse of her dreadlocks, 

which triggered her to kill them both. She got one right there, then finished the other downstairs in the dining 

room. That’s when the to-be-boyfriend showed up and saw all of this. It was his first time seeing, too. It says 

here that he just came back from a surgery that restored his vision. That’s pretty sad.” 

“Yeah,” the driver said. “Go on.” 

“Then after the kid takes in the sight of his mangled parents, he grabs a knife from the kitchen and runs 

out the door, dialing the police, but not before he got three stab wounds to the chest,” the reader continued. 

“The kid falls over in the place where we picked them up and the girl catches up to the kid, but not before he 

stabbed himself in the gut, trying to end his own life.” 

“That’s pretty sad, man,” the driver said. “How’s the kid now?” 

“Well he’s on the way to the hospital right now, but they say he isn’t going to make it there,” said the 

other man. 

“I feel bad for the kid,” said the driver. 

The Angel of Death and the Reaper of Souls sat on top of the ambulance that was speeding across the 

highway. The Reaper of Souls reached down through the ambulance’s roof and pulled. A transparent image of 

Hitomu drifted up and stayed for a bit, looking very confused. 

“Seems to me like this is a job well done, huh,” said the angel. 

No it was not. 

“Agreed,” rumbled the reaper. “There was too much collateral damage.” 

“Well, in the end, all we do is collect the souls required,” said the angel. “We don’t get too much of a say 

on morals, not that our morals fit what the audience had in mind. Isn’t that the case with you as well, Patrick? 

You only have one job, and it’s to narrate, though you broke that rule several times.” 

So my hunch was right. There is some overseeing entity in my reality. 

Indeed there is. 

I thought I felt something peculiar. So is this it? Is this my fate? Is everybody bound to a fate they cannot 

escape? Is that fate made by you? After all, you did predict the change that would happen to Meiko, and yes, I 

heard every time you communicated with her, I just didn’t know what it was at the time. 

“It is time for you to go,” said the reaper. 

The soul of Hitomu, the single dream, drifted up and away into the sky, then plunged downwards towards 

the earth. Towards Hell. 

The angel looked downwards where Hitomu’s soul disappeared with those emotionless orange pink eyes. 

“The laws of religion are finicky, aren’t they,” said the angel. “He commited suicide, which is self-murder, BACK 
which is, in turn, an unforgivable sin. This really doesn’t have a happy ending, does it?” 

No it does not. 
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Of Jasmine and Rose BACK 

By: Maira Faisal 

Did you like this poem? You should tell 
An ivory mug is hugged between my fingers, Maria! Be sure to put her name, your 
blushing liquid amid curling, crescentic steam. email, "Of Jasmine and Rose" in the 
A memory surfaces in animated pieces and fogged splinters— subject, and your message so she can see 
glimpses of darkening skies with stars strung in minatory sheens. your comment! 

Name: * 

Whispered vows clouded the night, 

hands clasped for the unknowingly last time. 

As the migration of the alabaster birds drew nigh, 
Email: * copper met bronze through lachrymose lashes, intertwined. 

Traversing seas traded jasmine moonlight for rosy sunsets, 

deep emeralds for reds and blues. 
Subject: * 

A single shade stayed when all was done and said. 

White. Because white is blissful and blessed. 

The false click of key in lock, Message: * 

it was the reversing of wine into water. 

I clutched a rose to my chest to test my luck, 

adamant to ignore what its thorns augured. 

Blinded by the red burrowing into my being, 

it took a death to become hollow, 

renegades to see being alone is better than bleeding, 

and assiduity to shatter what I hauntingly hallowed. 

Amma [Grandmother] repainted the world gold that day as I broke. 

Cleaving marionette strings from my marred ribcage, 

an ivory mug of green tea with star anise and cinnamon bark 

reposed before me despite the ruin and wreckage. 

As the mug emptied, needle pierced flesh restitching kismat and kismet. 

Albeit the drink was of saffron strands and rose petals, 

it was also of Pakistan and Mama’s Azad Kashmir, 

reviving the emerald etched into my veins and vessel. 

As I declared Pakistan Zindabad and America, E Pluribus Unum, 

the depleted mug’s bottom surveyed me, pale as the moon. 

In that gaze was the witness of a mellifluent union, 

remembrances of years past and present in my mind. 

Because unforgettable were the flitting partridges on shutters, 

the hues of sage and cardamom, 

of street bazaars and torrid summers, 

of sugary mithai and masjids brimming with pilgrims. 

And so in my sanative heart I once so loathed, 

the beginnings of a barbed yasmin flower bloom, 

for I am both. 
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Eighteen BACK 

By: Wendy Hahn 

In the womb, she frolics in umbilical cords. Lullabies echo as saltwater laps in her embryonic form. Her shape What do you think of "Eighteen"? You can 

is perennially moulding: grassy dimples, dishwater veins, and basal tear runoff. Fetal hands and feet tingle in her tell Wendy by putting her name, your 

mother’s dreams. Gestation is approximately complete. The doctors are arriving with their syringes and epidural email, "Eighteen" in the subject, and your 

remedies, but now she’s brimming with energy. Her mother has anticipated this moment for an eternity. Oblivion message so she can see your comment! 

and then sound. Darkness and then light. Exhilaration lurks behind her taste buds, but there are evermore symptoms Name: * 

of living. She was three minutes old when she initially saw her mother cry: the first memory of hers besides the 

orange beneath her eyelids. 

Email: * 
Her mother child-proofs the house, smiling at Tupperware. Wee hands imitate those of the family tree, 

following fingertips and touching the slopes of distinctive noses. The sun filters through the curtains and they’re 

laying in the quiet light. She learns how to arch her back, how to say “no,” and the witchery of questions (“Do you 

want this?” “Do you want that?” “Where’s your nose?”). Sunny daze and burnt eye contact, vibrations and currents Subject: * 

swirl through her paint-splattered walls, as she develops between the fine lines. She is enraptured by the beauty in 

human mundanities, like knobby knees and little idiosyncrasies. 

Message: * Toddling, brick alphabet blocks, and the withdrawal of coddling: this is year two. On her tiptoes, she’s on pins 

and needles. She asks questions, so many questions, but she can’t sufficiently articulate her inquisitiveness (“Go?” 

“That?” “Me?” You?” “Us?”). In the heavy days of June, her mother hums along to The Beatles’s “I Want To Hold Your 

Hand,” and she comprehends the architecture 

of feeling, harmonies, and reverb. She will relish in the music ceaselessly since concrete incantations flower there. 

She slow dances to the almost-defunct grandfather clock; the incessant ticks comprise the motion of waiting. Waiting 

forthree. 

She loosely utters in her mother’s tongue. “Why?” is her borrowed sound, but the question mark has indelibly 

adhered to the word. She loves colours and orange is her favourite pigment, intensity, and hue. Periodically she blacks 

out and overlooks how to breathe, but apparently, that’s typical. She unscrews mason jars and counts stars in the 

violet sky. She flaunts warmth and apathy and curiosity and the blues. Cherry knots and an acrid tongue remit her 

words as an unabridged contagion. A pallid temptress in the composition: she fantasies a lot; she fantasies a little. 

Sunbathing on the cryptic side of the moon, her first friend transpires from the ether. They command the world 

atop jungle gyms: crawling into stegosaurus stomachs, side-stepping earthworms, popping bottle caps off with their 

two front teeth and admiring rosebuds in concrete. She devours mulch and laughs with her meagre body. Fireflies 

ricochet around her body and she vows she’ll name a star after every friend she greets. The poetry is reincarnation 

and materialism furthermore withered away. The earthy tang of the universe rushes into her parted lips 

and she doesn’t understand it will soon get denser than this. 

The indulgence of self-control and meltdowns and lore undergoes regularly. 20/20 vision equalizes the veneer 

of reality. Perception is becoming undressed. Fasten her sincerity up by the back door, but leave the faucet running. 

Her mother loathes zippers. She loves zippers. It’s the spring of Kindergarten, but she doesn’t want to leave. She 

aspires to please her mother. She aspires to please her friends. She learns prepositions and the itsy-bitsy spider. The 

world spinning, and the stupor of reality is enhancing. She loses her first tooth when her friends jostle her down the 

yellow slide at recess. She cries in the nurse’s office and ponders why her friends are so mean. 

Green. She’s grown two and a half inches, well at least according to the Sharpie etched by the kitchen door. Her 

mother percolates God into a decaf coffeepot, and she howls like heaven manifested. Pencil markings secrete her 

bedroom wall with narratives of angels and demons, for she's perpetually choking on bile. Her religion moves in an 

elliptical motion. Red. With ichor gushing through her temporal veins, she inquires who God is. She 

inquires where God goes to weep. She wonders why her mother prays. She thinks she will recapitulate writing until 

she dies. 

She’s seven and she knows everything and nothing. Literature is enchanting and math is bland. Add empathy 

and subtract all the fantasizing . She slips off her bicycle, scrapes her shins and punctually refuses to ride. The next 

day she gets back on again. She’s pliable and ever-changing. Flourishing in her ribcage occupy tucans in the ripe 

hollows, but it demands an ocean not to splinter. The world exists in her succulent fruits. She wants to be herself 

more than anything else available at the second. She has ruminating companions and names six stars. 

She’s coordinated. She’s uncoordinated. She’s explosive. She’s stagnant. She’s bold. She’s mute. Feigned 

confidence unveils the self-doubt and the vicious skin. Self-consciousness consumes her persona every day. Is she too 

thin? Is she too unapproachable? Girls are pretty. She doesn’t feel pretty at all. She has bitten-to-the-pulp fingernails 

and scars, soundlessly and simultaneously, severed the organdy depressions of her body. She’s unfiltered and sensual 

and an anomaly of an enigma. The beeswax sun melts into the estuary, and her sixth sense intrudes. 

On the cusp of adolescence, she feels claustrophobic. She gets her introductory period and tells her mother she 

loathes her body. Her mother emphasizes the beauty of girlhood; it shall always ache at first. She delves into writing 

again with her fancy curlicues and invisible dots. She becomes anxious after her best friend forsakes her for someone 

shiny and new. The congested swing sets are desolate now, and she slips off the monkey bars, but it's facile to 

suffocate in the provocative crowd. Loud-mouthed and explosive heartbeats cannot be contained in squares two by 

two. 

She is a decade matured now. Her balance evolves by walking on curb stops in parking lots. She experiences 

acne and picks at her face at least thrice a day. She skips school on days of group projects and dreams more than nine 

hours a night. Self-destructive tendencies appear too stable, and she's too raw. She falls apart every night underneath 

the radioactive, glow-in-the-dark planets adhered to her bedroom ceiling. There are no more indulgent bike rides 

to her friends' places, so she abhors herself for being too cruel, and locks herself in her empty bedroom. Her atoms 

have always been magnetized by the spectacle of laughter. 

Breasts, hips, and every fissure of her anatomy: her body doesn’t resemble those magazine covers. She should 

tuck her stomach in and develop some thicker skin. Insecurity and jealousy emit from her ears and nose and feet. She 

is 11 and she is not authorized to dream. She consumes lunch alone in the bathroom. Apples. Celery. Pizza. Milk. The 

sunshine doesn’t feel sympathetic anymore, for depression travels in like tidal waves. Bloody knees and blooming 

greenery—she’s a juxtaposition. The solar system regenerates what was once theirs, as supernovas collide in the 

precise place where her heart and head convene. 

As she is oxidized by the sun, she’s immortal and fluid. She climbs out of her bedroom window on weekends 

and uses obscenity at school. Validation of others is now her singular priority. Strangers dip their palms into her 

waterfall body; daylight basks through the creases of her dreams and her eyebrows furrow to the simper of light's 

incarnation. Peer pressure tastes like gasoline and quells her self-esteem. She struggles with her identity and 

discovers the curative value of tea. Her mother notices her subversive streak and she abruptly becomes meek. Stick. 

Relapse. Drive. It’s inescapably time to rearrange herlife. 

The inception of melancholy bleeds through the plastic. She only has a year left of sanity, so she squanders it 

sensibly. The calenture of summertime likens to lush jungle vines and serpentine, tiger moons. She engages with 

poetic souls and embraces their memory more than them themselves, like a rifle to her lungs. Their residue trickles 

into her thoughts now and then, especially when happiness seems palpable. Her heart is paper-thin; hold still, Sylvia 

Plath. Salvage ocean eyes and abrade vinyl curvatures with gaping needles. When the sky dipped indigo and she 

forgot how to swim, she felt enraptured by the leaves, trees and wind. 

Teenage talk, antidepressants, and cars: welcome to high school. By the time you’re through, you’ll be blue and 

bruised. She vows to articulate the truth even though her voice shakes, quivers, and she can’t hold a tune. It’s 

overwhelming. It’s exhausting. It's infinity. Days merge into months and months into years. The longevity of idle 

melancholia inverts into repose: fevered handshakes, futile dialogue, warm bodies, salmon eyelids, and watermelon 

tongues. Mother earth is light-years away from sunset. She’s 14 years old and she doesn’t believe in unconditional 

love, but she can systematically recite geometric postulates and proofs. 

She is devouring mulch to undulate her empty fissures with poetry, or as they say, cavities. Steadfast, she 

gobbles at sunbeams, digesting the bile for an almost-noon breakfast. She attains her extensive height, but her 

potential is still underdeveloped. She pulverizes pomegranate pulps and spits out the rotten parts. To fraternise with 

the enemy is to suffer a lingering death, but it's abrasion. They will never reap her curiosity again, in regards to her 

rabbit anticipation. Her syntax has spoiled, but at least she has a curated playlist for every season. Count down her 

body weight. 

She’s traipsing in Eden’s garden, harmonizing along with the birds and bees, deciphering Adam’s foreign 

analogies. Swallowtails prod at her feet, as they are urging her to speak. The oblique constellations disbanded across 

her nose reflect her divine ambivalence. Jupiter’s rings curve around her wrists and Orion's belt dances across her 

size-zero waist. She digests chrysanthemums for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. She ripples through the garden, 

trampling on flowers and stealing honey from the bees, licking the rims of her seashell teeth. Corridors birth 

earthlight, but she has crooked teeth and nervous knees. 

Her lover’s got koi fish swimming amidst their distortions, a lily pad spinal cord and folklore flowers swimming 

up to their thighs. Her lover is glaring at her cherry lips with tentative revulsion, and she’s distraught because 

attachment is invariably too fleeting. She'll still unravel with the slightest of touch. She nevertheless retains every 

birthmark and pressure point. They used to dance to Bowie in the living room beneath papaya sunsets. When 

she bathes in the maars of their density, the rapids won't lull them backwards. They both avoid idle conversations, 

and they don’t fancy each other anymore, but they still get coffees on 16th Street one concluding time. 

The sky’s tender and she’s the moon. Time is laconic. They’re arguing and embracing and crying and hugging. 

Scrabbling with ancient heroines engraved on the marble calluses of her mother’s fingers, she. wishes telepathy 

dwelled in her wit. Pulsating goodbyes stimulate damage control. She’s 18 and combustible. She immures the earth 

with begrimed palms, and daybreak is on the summit of her tongue. Rapture is the interlocking of pulpy, carved-out 

flesh. Appetites of the body are blooming, yet smothered in detritus. She is unfolding and so am I, feeling the same 

heat as I did; freshwater backbone as we share a chameleon soul. 

BACK 
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With All My Love, Ida BACK 

By: Lauren Hentz 

2019 What do you think of this story? You can 

tell Lauren yourself! Be sure to put her 
IDA name, your email, "With All My Love, 

I laid on the cold bed, tilting my head to watch the snow fall softly outside the window of the assisted Ida" in the subject, and your message so 
living home. The branches hung heavy with white powder, each snowflake plummeting from the sky silently. she can see your comment! 
One of my fingers twitched involuntarily, the nerves that were still functional picking up on the roughness of Name: * 

the blankets. One of the grandchildren had painted my nails a vibrant red (to match your pictures, they said) . 

The cacophony of little children running through the sterile hallways reached my room, and I realized I 

had forgotten that it was Saturday. Of course, the news droning on the TV in the corner should have clued me in 
Email: * on that, but it had been awhile since I had cared about what was going on. 

Cardboard boxes smashed the door out of the way before bodies did, and the littlest one tried his best to 

set the box down gently at the foot of my bed. The middle one came in looking disgruntled, then the oldest, 

carrying the biggest box, which she put on the empty bed in the other half of the room. My daughter came last, 
Subject: * 

swishing her rich brown hair around her scarf and giving me an exasperated look. 

“MERRY CHRISTMAS!!” The children yelled. 

“Merry Christmas to you too,” I laughed. 

“They had a lot of fun in your storage unit,” Scarlett motioned to her kids with a vague movement. “You Message: * 

have a lot of papers and photos in there.” 

“Thank you, Lettie,” my voice was smaller than I thought it would be, and shakier. “How’s Charlie doing? 

And can you put some of the photos on the shelves? It’s getting very dull in here.” 

“Mom, you know I hate it when you call me that,” Scarlett’s children had jumped at the idea of unpacking 

and had already torn through the tape. “Charlie’s great. He just got a promotion and he said he’s going to visit 

soon. You know him, he’s always off doing his own thing... anyways, this thing happened at work and I had to 

stay late and...” 

I let Scarlett talk, knowing that I couldn’t keep up with her and that it was best to just let her vent. The 

kids’ joyful jabber filled in the holes of the conversation (or lack thereof), and although there were so many 

hectic happenings, I felt... peaceful. 

“Grandma, who is this?” the oldest held up an old photo. I was wearing a three-piece suit without the 

jacket and a burnt red bow tie, standing next to a girl in a frilly, blush pink, classically fifties dress. 

“That’s Charlotte,” I answered, a sad smile playing on my wrinkled face. “You would have loved her.” 

LOTTIE 

The frame of the old photo was worn, the squared corners rubbed into round edges and the intricate 

details lost. As for the photo itself, however, it was obvious that it had been taken care of religiously, no 

fingerprints presenting themselves on the pearly surface and no speck of dust landing on it without a court 

marshaling. 

Most people in my family didn’t care to get to know the two girls in the photo. Ian and Issac, my sons, 

took my words of “we were the best of friends” at face value, and didn’t seem to wonder why I would spend my 

sleepless nights tracing the frame over and over again. Did they ever think that perhaps that was too much love 

for a best friend, or had they become accustomed to seeing hugs in public? 

My room at my son’s house was dark, but the slits of light making their way through the blinds was 

enough for me to make out the curly, light colored dress I wore in the photo. No one in my family had ever 

cared to wonder why the other girl was wearing a three-piece suit without the jacket and a bowtie at her throat 

during the height of the fifties, either-- not that they would have wanted to hear the story while their father had 

been living. Not one had asked her name. 

All the same, I had kept whispering her to myself as I tried to fall asleep each night. 

Ida, Ida, Ida. 

I remembered her every day. I only hope she remembered me too. 

IDA 

The children kept unpacking, photos and postcards and letters spilling out all over the room. It was odd to 

see almost my entire life shoved into cardboard containers and transferred through the ages. They took the 

remnants of who I was and stuck them to the walls, arranged them artfully on shelves, and opened letters to 

their first pages. 

The oldest oversaw the youngest’s attempts to use tape while Scarlett took charge of the letter opening-- 

she tended to know who was writing to me better than the grandchildren did. When the sky had stopped 

snowing and the boxes held nothing but bits of stray glitter and dust, the children slipped on their coats, 

exhausted and ready to leave. 

“Bye Grandma, we love you,” they chorused on the way out. Scarlett hesitated at the door, looking at the 

pile of letters she had left on my nightstand. She came back in and lifted the top one off of the pile. 

“Mom, you might want to read this one,” she said before bending down to give me a hug, and then walked 

out the door. 

The yellowed paper trembled as I picked it up. I had an idea of who it was from. I had not thought of them in a 

long, long time. 

TO IDA CLARK, FROM LOTTIE WELLS, in sloping, spidery script. 

I looked up on the shelves, to where the children had adorned them with old photographs. The girl in the 

frilly dress, already grinning like a madman in the varied light, seemed to stretch her smile even further. 

Lottie. It always came back to her, didn’t it? 

LOTTIE 

My son came into my room with a stack of mail. 

“A postcard from Issac, bills, a retirement home trying to get you to go there... and an old letter I found 

underneath the couch,” he recited. “Any of those interest you?” 

I nodded my head slightly, and he sat down on the edge of the bed, holding each piece of paper up so I 

could inspect it. 

Postcard . A gesture. Yes. 

Bills . No. 

Retirement . Ian hadn’t even brought it into the room. He knew I would say no. 

Letter . I saw the thick lettering, the even penmanship. To: Lottie Wells, From: Ida Clark . 

Yes . 

Ida had found me again. 

1958 

IDA 

“Hello and welcome to First National Bank, how may I help you?” I chirped, my voice fake-cheery in the 

way that people liked to hear when they came to the bank. The girl who had come up to my window smiled as I 

un-squinted my eyes from their position in my plaster smile, truly seeing her for the first time. 

Cute, shoulder-length blonde ringlets framed her round cheeks, aquamarine eyes glowing as she showed 

her dimples and pushed an envelope through the slot in the glass. 

“Can you deposit this in my safe?” she asked, her voice as pretty as her face. “It should be under Charlotte 

Wells.” 

“Of course,” I replied, writing down her name on a paper. “Is there anything else I can do for you today?” 

I wanted her to say yes, perhaps she needed something to be taken out of her safe. Maybe she wanted to 

accompany me down to the vaults, if only so I could look at her beautiful features for a few more moments. 

“Not at the moment,” she said, turning slowly on her heel and walking quietly out the bank, a tinge of 

sadness in her voice-- or was I imagining that? A fabrication of my own emotions and desires, projected onto a 

girl like her. 

Alas. To the Rainbow Bar later, I suppose. 

LOTTIE 

“Hello and welcome to First National Bank, how may I help you?” the bank teller asked, her shining 

chocolate hair brushed behind her ears and spilling onto her deep red dress, her equally red lips stretching over 

white teeth as she performed for her position. 

Focus, Lottie, this is no time to think like this. I took a deep breath mentally and smiled back as I walked 

to her desk and slid an envelope through the opening. 

“Can you deposit this in my safe? It should be under Charlotte Wells,” I requested. The color in the teller’s 

eyes morphed in shapes and hues with each moment that passed, fighting each other for their own presence in 

her irises. 

“Of course,” she smiled, writing down my name on a paper. “Is there anything else I can do for you 

today?” 

I wanted to say yes, that perhaps I needed something to be taken out of my safe. But that wouldn’t make 

sense, since I had just asked her to deposit the envelope, and if I had needed money, wouldn’t I have just kept 

the envelope? I didn’t want our trivial conversation to end, but it would have to. 

“Not at the moment,” I said, turning slowly on my heel and walking quietly out the bank. The chilled 

afternoon air hit me with a gust of soft wind and old oak leaves as I turned down the busy city street. I would 

need a break from today, that was for sure. 

IDA 

The Rainbow Bar was a hidden treasure, a place for the unaccepted like me. Everyone would hate us-- if 

they knew who we really liked. In truth, none of us knew what we needed to know, but we did know we needed 

each other. 

The sky had decided that that afternoon was the perfect time to dump a fall shower on us, and I hoped 

that the girl from the bank had managed to save her pretty curls from the rain. 

The pavement outside the old building was wet, but inside, no one’s shoes squeaked. Half bar, half dance 

hall, the Rainbow was an odd mix of the curios of the ages. Bodies bounced to the music pumping from the 

jukebox, softly flashing neon lights spraying all colors of visible light on every surface in the place. I worked my 

way through the crowd to the red vinyl-covered stools. The bartender slid me a glass when she saw me. 

“Rough day today, Ida?” she asked. 

“Rhonda, I have my suit on, do you think today was rough?” 

“Aye, well, that part looks the same as normal,” Rhonda arched her eyebrows. “But you never need a drink 

this early when you’ve had a good day.” 

“Fair point,” I mused. “I suppose I need to stop liking people I see on the streets, then, and narrow my 

availability list down to the Rainbow.” 

“Ha!” Rhonda laughed. “That’s what you said last time.” 

The song switched on the jukebox-- someone clearly liked Frank Sinatra. If I had to guess, it was probably 

Marty playing the music, since he intensely wanted to marry the man. Whenever he had a chance to listen to 

Sinatra’s music, he took it. Rhonda raised her eyebrows at me. 

“Go dance,” she said, uncurling my fingers from around the glass and pushing me away from the counter. 

I stuck my tongue out at her, but smiled, since I knew that dancing would be better than sitting at the bar 

wallowing in my own misery. 

Someone on the dance floor waved me over, giggling as I wiggled my bow tie and my body in time with 

the music. Jane, the most avid dancer at the Rainbow-- I’d once told her she should have gone into theatre, but 

she had laughed nervously, talking about being too easily spotted. 

“Loosen up ,” Jane yelled in my ear, the sonorous strings of Sinatra’s voice trembling through our chests. 

“I’m trying,” I yelled back, accepting Jane’s outstretched hands and spinning her around. 

“Do that spin move you love,” she yelled, breaking the spin. She grinned as I took the edge of the hat I was 

wearing and twisted it around my head, the rest of my body following it like an orderly line of schoolchildren 

turning a corner. 

“You have to teach me that someday,” Jane came in close to my ear. I could see the bar behind her head-- 

Rhonda serving drinks, two girls admiring each other’s attire, and an unfamiliar figure with blonde ringlets 

cascading over pink-covered shoulders. 

Rhonda pointed out to the dance floor, and the girl turned to see what Rhonda was going on about. Then I 

saw her face, and I recognized who she was. 

Charlotte Wells . The girl from the bank, here, at the Rainbow. 

She gave me an odd look, like she was shocked that I was here, yet not surprised at the same exact time. 

“I will, don’t worry,” I told Jane, breaking away from the sea of pulsating bodies and starting towards the 

bar for the second time today. 

The girl from the bank got up from her stool gracefully, meeting me halfway on the edge of the dirty 

linoleum. Her mouth parted slightly, her eyes still swirling confusedly. I realized then that I didn’t feel anything 

else going on-- it was just me and the girl. 

You need to talk to her, I thought, my rationalism kicking in for a split second. Ask her for her name, she 

doesn’t need to know that you remembered it from this afternoon. Okay, I got this. 

“Hi,” I said, trying to shake myself out of my stupor. “What’s your name?” 

“Charlotte Wells,” she replied. “But everyone just calls me Lottie. You work at the bank, don’t you?” 

“I do,” I replied. “Not what I really want to be doing, but it pays decently.” 

“I can tell,” Lottie glanced up and down my body. “I almost didn’t recognize you in the suit.” 

“It was my brother’s,” I admitted. “If you ever need a financier with an eye for the fine, Joseph Clark is 

who you want to go to.” 

“I’ll keep that in mind,” Lottie’s lips curled into a mirthful smile, while her head tilted quizzically to the 

right. “What’s your name?” 

“Ida Clark, at your service,” I bowed deeply, gesturing to the side. 

“Well, if you are at my service, is there a possibility that you will be back at the Rainbow? I’ve never seen 

you here before,” Lottie’s pinked cheeks intensified their blush, which in turn made my face warm. 

“Of course,” I replied, noting the way Lottie’s dusty rose skirts swished around her knees as we conversed. 

“I normally only come on random days, but if you’re here, then I will be too.” 

Lottie’s big smile was all I needed to see. 

LOTTIE 

Looking up at the neon arcs over the doorway, I remembered how much I loved coming to the Rainbow 

Bar. Even when I had no family to hide anything from, it was nice to have a place where I didn’t have to cover 

things up for other people. 

When I walked in, I headed straight for the bar. Rhonda always knew what other people needed-- it was 

part of what made her a permanent fixture at the Rainbow. 

The music changed to a Frank Sinatra song as I reached the bar, my fingertips resting on the slick 

countertops. It was probably Marty playing the Sinatra songs from the jukebox-- he was practically engaged to 

the man, at least in his mind. 

Rhonda was prying a girl’s fingers off of a glass, urging her to go dance. The girl acquiesced, allowing 

Rhonda to take her drink and make her way out on the scuffed floor. Something about her seemed familiar- her 

hair, maybe? Smoothed back into a low bun, it looked like every other working woman’s hair, but there was still 

something that caught my memory. Definitely not her suit, though-- I hadn’t seen anyone recently with a suit 

like that. Brown with red tones running through, it complimented the girl’s hair nicely. 

Rhonda grabbed a glass and a bottle as she headed my way. 

“You had a rough day too, eh?” she asked. “Girl over there had a bad one as well.” Rhonda pointed over 

my shoulder, where the suit girl was spinning around with Jane, a regular on the dance floor. As I saw her face, I 

realized where I’d seen her before. 

The bank. 

I’m sure Rhonda had a wry expression on her face as I completely forgot about the drink she was pouring. 

The only thing that I knew was happening was that the bank girl had met my eyes. 

“I will, don’t worry,” I heard her tell the girl she was dancing with, before parting the people on the dance 

floor and crossing the ocean of bodies to where the dancers thinned. 

I got up from my stool, meeting her halfway on the edge of the dirty linoleum. Now that I was paying 

more attention, I could see just how much the dark browns of her suit matched her eyes and the red bow tie 

that she had around her neck highlighted the curve of her lips. 

“Hi,” she said, blinking as if trying to clear her head. “What’s your name?” 

“Charlotte Wells,” I replied, hopefully flirtatiously. Does she not remember the bank? “But everyone just 

calls me Lottie. You work at the bank, don’t you?” 

“I do,” she replied, ducking her head a bit. “Not what I really want to be doing, but it pays decently.” 

“I can tell, I almost didn’t recognize you in the suit,” I admitted, raking my eyes up and down her tweed- 

clad body. 

“It was my brother’s,” the bank girl’s cheeks flushed just underneath her cheekbones. Gorgeous . “If you 

ever need a financier with an eye for the fine, Joseph Clark is who you want to go to.” 

“I’ll keep that in mind,” I laughed. “What’s your name?” 

“Ida Clark, at your service,” she bowed deeply, gesturing to the side. 

“Well, if you are at my service, is there a possibility that you will be back at the Rainbow? I’ve never seen 

you here before,” I felt my rouged cheeks heat up more than they already had in the warm air inside the bar. 

“Of course,” Ida replied. “I normally only come on random days, but if you’re here, then I will be too.” 

Ida’s browned eyes brought out flecks of reddish gold as I smiled. 

IDA 

The Rainbow Bar became a place that I frequented on a regular basis, each time scouring the barstools for 

any sign of Lottie. 

Sometimes she was there, most times she wasn’t. Rhonda began calling me her ‘lovesick puppy’ due to all 

of the baleful glancing around I would do. Jane tried to get me to dance with her, and on more than one 

occasion I turned her down. I did, however, teach her my spin move with all of the extra time I spent at the bar. 

The instances when my puppy eyes paid off were the most amazing days. My stomach would bounce the 

way Lottie’s curls would bounce, and I swore that my cheeks would be as red as my bow tie. Rhonda would side- 

eye me, and I would roll mine. 

“Ask her out already,” Rhonda griped. 

“I’ll get there,” I promised. “One day.” 

“Aye, ‘one day’,” Rhonda joked. 

The bell above the bar’s door rang out the arrival of a new person. Rhonda laughed as I faithfully pivoted 

toward it, and smiled because it was who I wanted it to be. Lottie grinned as she saw me at the bar, taking the 

stool beside me and accepting the glass Rhonda offered her. She downed half of it in one swallow. 

“It was a rough day at the hospital,” she gave as an explanation. “Want to dance?” 

I led her out to the dance floor, waving at Jane, who winked at me. 

“I have something that might make your day better,” I said. I took a breath. “Would...would you go on a 

date with me?” 

Lottie gave me her cute, shy smile. 

“I would love to,” she replied. 

“Saturday at seven?” 

“Saturday at seven.” 

LOTTIE 

I didn’t go to the Rainbow Bar as often as I had wanted to, but Ida was always there when I did go. 

To me, it was obvious that she liked me; no other person who had ever liked me had been so loyal in my 

irregular comings to the bar, due to my uncontrollable schedule at the hospital. She was always cordial, yet 

warm when she talked to me, asked me questions, listening intently as though I held the answers to the 

universe in my responses. 

The bell above the bar’s door tinkled as I passed through the entrance. I heard Rhonda laugh, turning 

toward the sound and seeing who I wanted to see. 

I grinned as I saw Ida at the bar, taking the stool beside her and accepting the glass Rhonda offered me. I 

downed half of it in one swallow. 

“It was a rough day at the hospital,” I gave as an explanation. “Want to dance?” 

Ida led me out to the dance floor, waving at another girl in a dark dress, who winked conspiratorially at 

Ida. 

“I have something that might make your day better,” Ida said. She took a breath, her eyelids fluttering 

closed like a butterfly, her eyelashes the marvelous wings of the beautiful creature. “Would... would you go on a 

date with me?” 

I smiled, knowing that the flush in my cheeks was getting brighter by the second. 

“I would love to,” I replied. 

“Saturday at seven?” 

“Saturday at seven.” 

IDA 

The evening air was cool as I pressed the doorbell on Lottie’s front porch. 

She opened the red door with a wide smile, her dress and curls twisting around her body, stepping out 

onto the concrete to join me. 

“Hi,” she said breathlessly. 

“Hi,” I said back. “You look beautiful.” 

Lottie’s cheeks pinkened, just as I knew they would, as she mumbled a shy thanks. I offered my arm to 

her, as a gentleman would, and led her to the car waiting in the driveway. 

“It’s my brother’s car,” I explained. “So if he calls, we’re having a girl’s night out and not a date. Not that I 

don’t like you, he just doesn’t know and I would prefer to keep it that way.” 

“I completely understand,” Lottie nodded, sliding into the passenger’s seat after I opened her door. 

The roads were less crowded than I expected for the time of day, and we made it to the park in record 

time. I pulled a picnic basket out of the back, and Lottie refused to let me carry the checkered blanket too, 

grabbing it and setting it out under a willow tree while I unpacked the basket. 

The sunlight on the park’s lake skipped over the undulating waves as the sun set, wreathing everything in 

a halo of golden light. Lottie’s spiraling blonde hair looked almost transparent. 

I looked around. We were the only ones in the park. 

“Can I kiss you?” I asked quietly. 

Lottie’s only answer was her soft lips on mine. 

LOTTIE 

With four girls living in the same house and working at the same hospital, visitors were fairly frequent. It 

also made tempers run high sometimes, so when the doorbell pinged out its familiar sound, I was quite happy 

to get out. I rushed down the stairwell, running my pinky over my lips at the same time. 

I opened the red door with a wide smile, my dress and curls twisting around my body, stepping out onto the 

concrete to join Ida. 

“Hi,” I said, a combination of running down the stairs and Ida’s beauty making my voice sound breathless. 

“Hi,” she said back. “You look beautiful.” 

I swore that my smile couldn’t get any bigger, but I felt my cheeks hurt more anyways. I took the arm that 

Ida offered me, and she led me to the car waiting in the driveway. 

“It’s my brother’s car, so if he calls, we’re having a girl’s night out and not a date. Not that I don’t like you, 

he just doesn’t know and I would prefer to keep it that way.” Ida opened the passenger side door for me to climb 

into. 

“I completely understand,” I said, nodding my head. I had told my housemates something similar. 

The roads were less crowded than expected for the time of day, and we made it to the park in record time. 

Ida pulled a picnic basket out of the back, and I refused to let her carry the checkered blanket too, so I grabbed 

it and set it out under a willow tree while Ida unpacked the basket. 

The sunlight on the park’s lake skipped over the undulating waves as the sun set, wreathing everything in 

a halo of golden light. The wisps of black-brown hair wafting around Ida’s head burned red in the dying sun. 

Ida looked around. We were the only ones in the park. 

“Can I kiss you?” she asked quietly. 

My only answer was my lips on her sweet ones. 

IDA 

Every spare moment of time was spent with Lottie. 

I learned that she loved Sinatra-- just not when Marty played it constantly. She loved her job as a nurse 

because she loved helping people get better, and she loved the way I danced, carelessly and freely, spinning my 

way to her heart. We spent a fair amount of time at the Rainbow Bar-- one time, Rhonda had brought her 

camera with her, and the photo she took of Lottie and I was stuck on my apartment wall-- and I would walk 

Lottie home from the bar every night, making sure she was okay through the rougher parts of town with their 

back alleys and sewer rats. That late at night, the only people out were those who were very drunk, and being 

able to hold Lottie’s hand through those streets was a wonderful occasion. 

After years of begging my brother to let me be a financier at his firm, he had finally relented. Lottie and I 

had gone to the bar to celebrate, and now, under the midnight moon, we were passing through the old section of 

town, where the streets were rarely traveled due to potholes, and half of the lights were out; the other half were 

all yellow and the plastic casing was cracked. 

“Do you work tomorrow morning?” I asked her, pausing at the mouth of an alley. 

“No.” 

“Good,” I said, pulling her into the empty alley. Lottie giggled. 

I pushed her back against the alley’s brick wall, feeling her kitten-soft hair between my fingers. Her smile 

flitted across her face as I leaned in towards her, feather-soft skin touching silk flesh. 

A dog barked in the dim streetlight, and a heavy voice yelled at it to stop. Sirens wailed across the city, 

ebbing and flowing from loud to soft. Footsteps and muffled voices sounded on the concrete sidewalks. 

“What was that,” Lottie whispered. 

“It was nothing,” I whispered back, making our noses touch. 

Then there was a beam of light outside the alley. 

Our bodies sprung apart, hands grabbing at each other as we ducked behind a dumpster farther down the 

alley. The flashlight swept over the alley, reflecting back to illuminate the shiny badge the man wore proudly on 

his lapel. 

“Eh,” the policeman grunted. “Probably just a stray cat.” 

“That was close,” I loosed the breath I hadn’t known I was holding. “That was real close.” 

Lottie nodded, her clear eyes still wide and scared, her face bloodless. I moved to take her hand, to comfort 

her the way we both needed to and-- 

“We can’t-- we can’t do this,” Lottie said, gently pushing me away from her. She wouldn’t look me in the 

eyes, tiny droplets of water slipping down her cheeks. 

I knew what she meant. She could lose everything, and so could I. I would lose the possibility of getting a 

real job with my brother’s financing firm, and any credibility I would have in any sort of social transaction 

would be destroyed. 

“You-- you need to be successful. I can’t let you bring yourself to rubble because of me,” she continued. 

“You won’t--” I tried to rebut her, but she paused me with her hand. 

“I will,” her voice was emphatic. “Ida, you need to be successful. You have too much talent in your mind to 

let it be destroyed. We can’t-- we can’t be together if we want us to get to where we both know we want to be.” 

Lottie’s pretty-in-pink lips twisted into a rueful smile. 

“Goodbye, Ida,” she whispered. “I loved you.” 

Loved . Past tense. Stretching my hand toward her as she left, wanting to make it present tense instead. 

LOTTIE 

Ida filled my life, going to the drive-in, the diners, and of course the Rainbow Bar. She would walk me back 

from the bar each time we went, because she said that her “masculine attire” would “protect her more”. While I 

didn’t disagree with her, I also didn’t completely agree with her. A woman wearing a three-piece suit-- and not 

“properly” at that-- wasn’t the most celebrated thing. She said it would also help her earn a place at her 

brother’s side-- I was adamant that it would never help me get my medical degree. Rhonda had taken a photo of 

Ida and I at the bar one day, and its new home was next to my bedside, reminding me every day of the strength 

she had. 

Ida had received news that she had waited years for, so to congratulate her, I suggested that we go to the 

bar. Since then, the sun had set, and the crumbling brick and mortar of the older parts of town shone in the 

shadows as Ida and I walked hand in hand down the fractured sidewalk. 

“Do you work tomorrow morning?” Ida asked me, stopping in front of a streetlight, illuminating an 

adjacent alley. 

“No.” 

“Good.” 

Ida guided me into the alley as I laughed quietly, gently backing me against the cooling brick, one hand 

sliding into my ringlets and cupping the back of my head. The corners of my mouth turned upward for a micro- 

moment, my breath catching in my lungs as she leaned in and kissed me. 

A dog barked in the dim streetlight, and a heavy voice yelled at it to stop. Sirens wailed across the city, 

ebbing and flowing from loud to soft. Footsteps and muffled voices sounded on the concrete sidewalks. 

“What was that,” I whispered. 

“It was nothing,” Ida whispered back, touching noses with me. 

Then there was a beam of light outside the alley. 

Our bodies sprung apart, hands grabbing at each other as we ducked behind a dumpster farther down the 

alley. The flashlight swept over the alley, reflecting back to illuminate the shiny badge the man wore proudly on 

his lapel. 

“Eh,” the policeman grunted. “Probably just a stray cat.” 

“That was close,” Ida released the breath she had been holding. “That was real close.” 

I nodded, still shaken. In that moment, I saw my life, my future, destroyed. No nursing, no job, no house, 

no money, no love. All of it gone, because of a simple desire, and I realized that neither of us would survive. Ida 

reached a hand out-- 

“We can’t-- we can’t do this,” I said, gently pushing Ida away from me. She deserved better, and had so 

many more dreams than she could do in a full lifetime. “You-- you need to be successful. I can’t let you bring 

yourself to rubble because of me.” 

“You won’t--” Ida started. I held up my hand again. 

“I will,” I argued. “Ida, you need to be successful. You have too much talent in your mind to let it be 

destroyed. We can’t-- we can’t be together if we want us to get to where we both know we want to be.” 

I gave her a wistful smile. 

“Goodbye, Ida,” my heart mourned. “I loved you.” 

I thought I saw her reach for me as my heels clicked out of the alley. 

2019 

Dear Ida, 6/7/72 

I thought you would want to know that after all these years, I got my doctorate in medicine. The hospital I 

used to work at closed, but there’s a new one down on West Street that just opened up, and its main goal is to 

work with orphaned children, so I’m thinking of applying for a job there. 

When I think of the happiest times of my life, I think of you. Remember when we used to go to the creek 

every Sunday with Marty and his boy, and we would tease Marty about his old obsession with Frank Sinatra? 

And then we would have a picnic by the water, always being quiet, just in case something happened? You would 

pick me up and swing me around, and I’d complain about my dress coming up, but you would tell me to wear a 

suit like you, and I’d refuse, telling you that I could never look as good in a suit as you did? But then you’d do 

your spin move you were so fond of, and somehow I’d be kissing you. 

Why couldn’t we just say it? Both of us? It was clear that we loved each other, that we weren’t happy with 

what we decided. Why didn’t we see it then? Why did we have to let the other think that this was what was best 

for us? 

Not a day goes by that I don’t wish that I had said something, that I hope that you will see that this is all 

an act, all a facade meant to make other people happy, but not you, and definitely not myself. They say now that 

the 1950s was an era of hyper-conformism, and looking back on those times, I can see the efforts we made to 

hide ourselves from society. I think that they’re right. Had we grown up in a different, more modern age, would 

this have happened to us? 

I like to think that it wouldn’t have, but thinking that doesn’t get us anywhere. Perhaps in our next lives 

we will find each other again, and we can live the life together that we never had. 

Love you lots, 

Lottie 

Dear Lottie, 6.7.72 

Joseph had to close his financing company last month. I’ve been searching for new jobs, but no one seems 

to want to hire an older suit-wearing woman, even though the times have changed dramatically and it isn’t as 

much social taboo. 

It’s in those times that I remember all of the times you would come in to the bank to put something in 

your vault. They are the happiest memories that I have, and I wish I could travel 

back and bring us both home. 

You have always known that I will suffer anything with a smile on my face if it made you happy. Why 

then, did you let me suffer if it did not make you happy? Why did we say that we would be more successful and 

happier in society if we were not together? Why did we not realize that neither of us were happy? I wonder if 

perhaps my eagerness to make you happy played some part in that. I hope that is the case, for the other options 

make me more lonely than I care to admit. 

I wish I hadn’t played my part so well. I wish you could’ve seen the way I was hurting, and I wish I had 

seen the distance with which you played your part as well. My husband and I separated recently. There were no 

ill feelings, just instances where we felt the other didn’t love them. I’m surprised it took him this long to figure 

out that I had never loved him. 
BACK I hope that when we grow older and die, we can see each other again. 

With all my love, Ida 
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